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COLLAGE p. 15 OPINION p. 12 
New look at what is 
happening at the FSO 
.M0ney decides the U.S. 
candidates, not parties 
JMU offense destroys 
Knights,. UCF goes 1 ·1 
Future© 
Serving The University of Central Florida Since 1968 
. -,,·.··"'=...,_~,....., 
Vol. 24, No. 6 TUESDAY September 10, 1991 . . : .. · ·,·?~~!!,@g~~j 
by Jennifer Burgess 
STAFF REPORTER 
UCF has doubled its minor-
ity enrollment from last year, 
according to figures released last 
week . 
Minorities represent 32 of 
every 100 first-time college stu-
dents. They also make up 15 
percent of the student body. 
UCF has set a goal of to have 
25 percent minority enrollment 
by 2000. 
The largest gain in enroll- . 
ment occurred among African-
Americans. It jumped 113 per-
cent from last year. 
The second biggest increase 
was among Asian-Pacific island-
ers. The enrollment increased 
100 percent. 
The smallest enrollment in-
crease wa·s among white fresh-
men. Theirenrollmentincreased 
less than 5 percent. 
UCF Interim President Rob-
ert Bryan said he felt these fig-
ures were a reflection of the 
hard work by the staff in stu-
dent and academic affairs. 
In order to help meet the goal 
of cultural diversity on campus, 
the university recently hired 
Georgette Edmonson-Wright 
and Susan McKinnon to recruit 
minority and high ability stu-
dents. 
"We have expanded from a 
two tofourperson staff this year. 
What was done last year was 
the work of two people," said 
Edmonson-Wright. 
The recruiting for next year 
has just begun. Edmonson-
Wright has plans for increasing 
the number of open houses, add-
ing a database to maintain con-
tact with prospective students 
and visiting local high schools. 
"We still plan to visit the same 
high schools. We are also going 
to different areas. We're expand-
ing to the _panhandle and Ft. 
Meyers," Edmonson -Wright 
said. 
~is year, she said, she is 
more confident and plans to 
make the university more vis-
ible around the state. 
Plans for increasing minor-
ity students include recruiting 
national Hispanic scholars, 
black national achievement 
scholars and national merit 
scholars. 
INCREASE continued page 10 
Students wait in the financial aid office line for their 
I' 
Entrance interview and check mailing 
part of new financial aid office policy 
by Savannah Miller 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The financial aid office has 
made a few changes in their 
student loan policy, and any stu-
dents still struggling through 
the process are encouraged to 
take note. 
was instated within the last 
couple of years. 
fore at anotherinstitution , they 
must attend another one during 
their first semester borrowing 
at UCF. 
The interview session runs 
about 15 minutes and there are 
usually 15 student borrowers 
and one loan officer present. A 
video tape is shown, and bor-
rowers are informed of the do's 
and don't's of repaying loans, 
loans tO Come in. (Laura WerderffCFF) 
One policy that takes many 
students by surprise is the en-
trance interview, necessary for 
all SLS and Stafford loans, which 
All students receiving loans 
at UCF for the first time must 
attend an entrance interview 
before they can receive their 
check. This rule is explained on 
the cover sheet of the student 
loap promissary note, among 
other places. Sabrina Gilyard, , 
:financial aid coordinator for stu-
dent loans, said even if borrow-
ers have had an interview be- AID continued page 7 
Police arrest man after female student fondled in UCF Library 
by Sandra Pedicini 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Days after a woman reported an uni-
dentified man fondled her in the UCF 
Library, a similar incident there led to 
an arrest. 
UCFpolice arrested Cleveland Carver 
Glass Aug. 29 after a woman who had 
been studying in the library complained 
that he grabbed her inner thigh and 
walked away. He did this after she an- . 
swered his question about what time the 
library closes. 
The victim made a complaint to the 
police. The police searched the library 
and found Glass on the third floor. Police 
issued Glass a trespass warning and a 
battery charge was filed at-large. 
According to the report, Glass admit-
ted he talked to the victim but said he 
patted her leganddidnotgrabit. He also 
said he didn't feel he did anything wrong. 
Glass,· who is not a UCF student, was 
issued a suspect warning in 1986 for an 
incident in which a woman complained 
that he touched her in the buttocks. 
This is the second case of battery 
occurring in the library this semester; an 
unidentified man fondled a student while 
she was studying there Aug. 26. Gener-
ally there are more complaints from stu-
dents about such incidents during the 
fall semester, Sgt. Sandra McClendon, 
head ofUCF Crime Prevention, said. 
Students who want to avoid being the 
targets of such atta~ks need to be alert, 
she said. 
"First, they need to pay attention to 
what's going on around them," she said. 
"They need to report any incidents that 
may go on, and they need to report them 
early." 
She also warns students to avoid 
studying in secluded areas. 
"Floors that are considered totally 
empty, that'salwaysgoingtobeapoten-
tial area for something," she said. 
CLASSIFIEDS page 14 . , 
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Now that ·wasn't so hard, ~as it? 
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Kuwaiti professors and students find home at UCF 
UCF's extensive labs and access to hospitals make it the only university in the U.S. to host Kuwaitis 
by John Cowan 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
While Kuwait struggles to 
rebuild its Gulf War damaged 
state, 30 Kuwaiti students and 
four Kuwaiti professors are vis-
iting UCF this fall. 
They are hoping to gather 
needed medical training to 
quell the outbreak of disease 
and illness generated frotn the 
war . 
UCF is the only university in 
the United States to host Ku-
wa.iti studies. 
This arrangement was for-
mahzed July 25 when Interim 
President Robert Bryan dis-
cussed matters with Dr. Abdul-
Latif A 
penses will be underwritten 
by the Kuwaiti government. 
The expenses include off-
campus housing and fees for 
the special classes to be 
taught by their native in-
structors. 
These students, however, will 
attend normal urriversity labs 
with UCF students. Each of the 
Kuwaiti students speak fluent 
English. 
All credits that the students 
earn, including the the cultural 
exchange opportunities, will 
count toward their a degrees. · 
Dr. Jo Edwards, associate 
dean of the College of Health 
and Public Affairs, said UCF is 
pr~viding severely needed me~­
cal training for Ku wait at a tim~ 
when it is of vital importance. 
'The health care system there 
needs health professionals to 
fight disease and sickness 
brought on by the war,'~ Ed wards 
said. 
He also rnscussed the agree-
ment withAl-Bader, the vice chan-
cellor of the UniversityofKuwait's 
Health Sciences Center; Dr. Farida 
M. A Al-Awadi, dean of Allied 
Health Sciences and Nursing at 
theuniversity,andNoidaAshton, 
the senior academic advisor for 
theKuwaitiembassyin Washing-
ton, D.C. 
UCF Kuwaiti students take dasses at Humana Hospital Lucerne and other Central Florida 
hospitals. The students get medical training to take back to their country. (Charles K. MorrowrrcFF) 
"We are helping fill that need 
by extending a cooperative hand 
of friendship." 
The contract was obtained by 
UCF because of its ready stu-
dent a~cess to three major are~ 
hospitals and its extensive labo-
ratory facilities. 
Dr. Belinda McCarthy, dean 
of Health and Public Affairs, 
said this educational exchange 
will be beneficial to both par-
ties. 
"Our students will have an 
Serlous crime at UCF 
jumps while Florida 
crime· rate faDs 2.5°/o 
However, campus isolation contributes 
to lower crime rate than other schools 
by Sandra Pecticini 
STAFF REPORTER . 
aroundcampusbecamedeveloped . 
But even with these advan-
tages, UCFhasseenanincrease 
WhileFlorida'scrimeratehas in crime from the end of1989 to 
decreased in the past year, sta- 1990. 
tistics still don't look good ac- UCFs comparative report for 
cording to a report issued by the 1990 shows that Part I offenses, 
Florida Department of Law which include assault and bat-
Enforcement. tery, burglary and theft, in-
The number of index crimes creased from 239in1989, to 261 
reportedtolawenforcementagen- in 1990. 
ciesinFloridain- -~rt I M an -
creased by .02 ., · datory · ·of-
percentin 1990, '"The Gainesville fenses in-
according to a killings brought a new creased .from 
CrimeinFlorida 14 in 1989, to 
report released awareness to crime 20 in 1990. 
recently. . on campus.,, These of-
The popula- f_ e n s e s , 
tion increase -Sandra MCCiendon which must 
hasmeanta2.5 Crime Prevention be reported 
percent de- to the FDLE, 
crease in the include ar-
crime rate (number of index son, simple assault and bat-
crimes per 100,000 people). tery, drug/narcotic offenses 
There was a 10 percent in- and fraud offenses . 
crease in the number of violent However, Part Iloptional of-
crimes reported in the state. fenses,· which only need be re-
The Gainesville killings ported to the FDLE if an arrest 
brought a new awareness to is made, decreased from 234 to 
crime on campus. Sgt. Sandra 158. The number of arrests also 
McClendon,headofUCFCrime decreased from 93 to 76. 
Prevention, said the university's Grand theft cases reported 
location contributes to a lower jumped from 16 to 40; cases of 
crime rate. simple assaultJbattery doubled, 
Since UCF is on the outskirts from seven to 16. 
of the city, it is not affected by There were two cases of 
the city's crime in the same way sexual assault and battery re-
a school like the University of ported this year as compared 
South Florida in Tampa would · with none last year; there were 
be, she said. three cases of auto theft as 
McClendon also said UCF is compared with one last year. · 
a young university and has had In 1989, $54,000 in property 
a chance to learn from other uni- was reported stolen, compared 
versities'mist:akesbeforethearea to $150,000 in 1990. 
opportunity to conduct research 
with students who have a differ-
ent way of doing things," she 
said. "It's a chance for students 
to learn first hand from one an-
other." 
The incoming students will 
be studying nursing, radiologi-
cal science or medical record 
administration. During their 
stay. 
. Other steps are being taken 
to welcome the Kuwaiti stu-
dents. 
For example, a local grocery 
store is stocking 40 different vari-
eties of Kuwaiti food products. All of their educational ex-
DROP BOX -· 
Who· said paying tuition was impossible? David Howard, a senior majoring in market-
ing and business, uses the drop box to pay his fall tuition. (Jim FergusonrrcFE) 
From movies to concerts: CAB bas it all 
by Justin Rogers . 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Ready for a movie? Or how about a performing 
comedian? Whatever you're choice, the Campus 
Activities Board has probably already sCheduled 
it or has it on the drawing board. 
Formed in 1989, CAB provides everything 
from movi~s and concerts to guest speakers, 
video production and travel. 
Student Government, via the activity and 
service fees, gives CAB $303,905 peryearto work 
with. CAB is comprised of 11 committees. It 
organizes free entertainment and educational 
programs for students. 
CAB also organizes community service events 
such as Volunteer UCF, which puts students in 
contact with volunteer agencies in the Orlando area 
In addition, CAB promotes local music. It now 
has a new series that brings in local bands and 
international music like Mexican and Irish bands. 
Dawn Elbrecht, president of CAB, spends most of 
her time keeping things running. She said that CAB 
is a lot of work, but the results are very rewarding. 
"I'd like to see as many people become active as 
possible," Elbrecht said. "But even if you don't 
become active, let us know what you'd like to see." 
Elbrecht said she believes CAB is the best run 
student organization on campus and the best way 
for students to get involved and make a difference 
on campus. 
"It's the best way to get involved, whether 
you're new or you've been here a couple of years," 
she said . 
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REAACCHHH 
Chris Raynor reaches to get an errant punt intercepted 
by a tree next to Seminole Hall. (Charles K. MorrowfTCFF} 
STUDENT REFERENDUM 
Constitutional Amendment Prop6sed will: 
• Increase the number of Justices on 
the Judicial Council from 9 to 14. · 
• Increase the terms of Justices from 
I yr. to 2 yrs. 
• Create a policy of Judicial Review. 
• Make clearer references to the Judicial 
Branch power and process. 
• Allow for easier amending of the 
constitution in the future. 
m 
·For Further Information: 
ATTEND THE CONSTITUTIONA·L 
CONVENTION 
SEPTEMBER 16TH ON THE GREEN 
FREE FOOD · • SG SERVICES • MUSIC • PRIZES 
OR CALL JEFF MEAOOWS@823-2191 
UCF NEEDS A NEW 
PRESIDENT!!! 
YOU NEED TO 
HELP SELECT ONE 
Concerned Students Needed For: 
STUDENT PRESIDENTIAL 
SEARCH COMMITTEE 
~ How to get involved: w 
.¥JJ Call Jason DiBona -¥;/ 
at 823-2191 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
Tiu cf;1Pit 1)1 tlu cfta~lft.f 
Jason DiBona, President 
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• Make sure your road trip~proceeds without a hitch . 
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• 
a: Sometimes road trips can be a little more adventurous than you expect them to be. Which is why you 
, , < should-always pack your AT&T Calling Card* D. It's all you need to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere. 
• 
It's the least expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial dir~ct. And you'll be connected to the 
· reliable service you've come to expect from AT&T. D Plus ff you get your Calling Card now, you'll also get a free hours 
worth of AT&T long distance calling.** And you'll become a member of AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products and 
services designed to save students time and money. D The AT&T Calling Card Its the best route to wherever you're going. 
Get an AT&T-Calling Card today. Call 1_800 654-0471 Ext. 4812. 
' In addi l1on. campus residents may place direct-dialed calls using university and AT&T ACUS•M Service. . 
·'Good for one hour of direct-dialed, coast- to-coast. night and weekend calling, based on prices effective 2/16/91. Offer hmlted to one $8.25 AT&T Long Distance Certificate 
per student. Offer vahd through June 30, 1992. 
© 1991 AT&T 
Ad No. N5765A Rev 
-. 
' -AT&T 
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Where can you go to get an 
IBM· Clone at :Rock Bott()ID 
Prices? 
Creative 
Compuler 
Corporation 
-
Look Below to See!! 
Creative 286-20· MHz 
System Features: 
. 1 MB RAM 
43 MB Seagate IDE Hard Drive 
1.44 MB (3.5") Floppy Drive 
1.2 MB (5.25") Floppy Drive 
Fujitsu 101 Key Enhanced Keyboard 
5 Drive Desktop Case 
200 Watt .Power UL Supply 
1 Parallel, 2 Serial and 1 Game Port 
Clock/Calendar 
CTX Enhanced VGA - Tri-Sync. Monitor 
14" (1024X768) Resolution 
.28mm Dot Pitch 
Microlabs VGA Solution Card 
16 Bit, .512k Video Ram 
Digital Research DOS ~.o 
\. 
Crea/We 386sx-20 MHz 
SpedalBack to SchoolPrice! 
$1395.00 
Same Configuration as above, but with 2 Megs of .Ram. 
Panasonic KX-P1124i 
24-Pin ·Dot Matrix Printer 
11 Fonts- 3 draft, 7 letter quality and 1 SLQ 
$1(i)S.OO 
Up to 300 cps in draft mode and 100 cps in letter quality mode. 
$324.00 
UCF . 
·The .. C~ Software Bundle:* Retail Price: Price 
MicroSoft Windows 3.0 --$149.00 
Spinnaker PFS Windows Works $199.00 
Symantec Nor-ton Utilities 6.0 . $179.00 
AMI Diagnostics 3.15 $ 89.0Q 
AMI Cache 1.0 
AMI Software Emulated 
Expanded Memory Sys. 1 .0 
Z~nix 2-Button Serial Mouse $ 49.00 
* The Software Bundle is an option available $734.00 $ 143.00 , 
with the purchase of a Computer System. 
The New ·-· ----
UCF Colnputer Store 
Located in the Portable next to th~ Biology building. 
Open 8:~0-5:00 Monday thru Thursday, and 8:30-4:00 
on Friday or call 823-5643. 
.. 
" 
• 
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AID 
low default rate. 
• FROM PAGE 1 Mary McKinney, director of 
financial aid, said UCF has one 
annual percentage rates and of the lowest default rates in the 
Health Centers feel pain of cuts 
at many university campuses 
• other important issues. Inter- country ·at 5 percent. She said 
view appointments can be made that some universities have de-
at the financial aid front desk fault rates as high as 50 per- Instead schools resort to -College -Aid Health Care Kits 
• for regular sessions, which are cent. 
by Amy Reynolds 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
health services umbrella. 
Instead, they are funded primarily by each 
booked until mid-October, orfor The third new financial aid 
thenewmassinterviews. These policy concerns the mailing of 
interviewsseatabout300people loan checks. This semester is ~ and last about 20 minutes. Stu- the first time 'loan checks are A up.iversity without an English department 
dents should check periodically being mailed to borrower~, in- is impossible to imagine. Unfortlinately, officials 
with the financial aid desk for stead of being held in the from colleges across the country say the absence 
university with minjmal money comingfrom fee·s. 
In times of financial strain, counseling programs 
are usually the first to get cut. 
''This is the 1990s," Peters said. ''We are not 
schedules of new sessions. cashier's office for the students of campus health care and 
Another change of policy is to pick up. · counseling is not consid-
that fre&hmen who are receiv- McKinney called it a "coop- ered equally absurd. 
just Band-aid centers. There 
ingStafford orSLS loans for the erative effort between finance As a result, · student 
first time will have to wait 30 and accounting and financial . health clinics are trying to 
.days to receive their loan check. aid to look at what would im- find alte~native sources of 
' Gilyard said that this k~eps the prove the system." funding. Many counseling 
students in class and assures a Pam Hurlock, a clerk in the services could be ended as 
_______________________ a result of budget cuts, ad-
are an incredible number of 
services students need. Un-
fortunately those programs, 
the ones peripheral to health 
care, are always the first to 
go." 
''This is the 1990s. We are 
not just Band-aid centers. 
There are an incredible 
number of services students 
need." 
Ironically, about two 
years ago, when many con-
cerns about student health 
- Dr. Donald Peters care and its cost surfaced, a 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
II 
We're everywhere! Come into any ''TCBY ff 
of our beautiful locations and enjoy the 
great taste of "TC8'C Frozen Yogurt. The Country's ~I Yogurt fl 
10075 University Blvd. at 
the intersection of Dean Rd. 
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , I BUY ONE, GET O~ FREE! I 
., I ANY MENU ITEM, EXCLUDING I 
I PIES, SUPERS, CAKES AND I 
GIANTS I PluloC prumr this coupon bcfort ordering. Ont order per coupon per I 
cunomt1 pu vi'it . Cuttomcr muH pay any saldo lax due. Noc tood in I 
I combination with an)' oclx-r prorna1ional offcn.. Offer good only at panic1p1cina ltlV:" 11om C:uh valut: Koo of a ccnt. , 
: 
0"'"'~ 0."'TCiY" : 
L. The Country's Best Jf>gurt fl .J 
-------------.... -----
.-------------------, BUY ONE.GET ONE FREE! ·1 
: THE "TCBY;' SHIVER™. . ~ 1 
· """""""dm""""'"""'..dnrc· °"'..dn"'""'l""""-1"~ ''TCBY" I ~aaanrpuncip~ICl'Cb.a~NocpilftC'O*'b.n.aoonnh I .. ,..i..._.,..io11 ... c-,.,.."'*'ble""'"c..i...i.e11.o1u:m1. The r--... ·~ Best v....or1 
Olla&'*"' October 10. 1991 ..., ... w.,. "'llw"• .J 1...-------------------
ministrators warn. 
''There is a change in 
mood on 1.1Iliversity cam-
puses across the country," 
said Dr. Donald Peters, di-
health services administrator College-Aid Health Care Kit 
emerg.ed for students to keep 
rector of the University of Minnesota's Health 
Services. 
That mood is not a health-conscious one. 
"As state and federal funding decreases, tu-
itions increase. Because schools are trying to 
keep their total costs as low as possible, some 
fees, like health fees, are not escalated to main-
tain service," said Dr. Verna Armstrong, senior 
educational resources consultant with the American 
Association ofState Colleges and Universities. 
Most student health centers across the coun-
try are supported primarily by studentfees. The 
remainder of the money comes from university 
funding and third-party insurance. 
Insurance money is collected from non-stu-
dent patients using the studen~ health centers 
for medical care. 
Most university counseling services, Sl,lch as 
rape crisis centers, drug and alcohol treatment 
programs and educational programs for AIDS, -
eating'diso~ders and stress, do not fall under the 
-. ·, 
in their dormitory rooms or 
apartments. 
I~s sales have tripled this year, 'perhaps under-
scoring the concerns parents and students have 
about their health. 
The kit, designed by S.D. Salvi, came about 
because "I went back to school when I was older 
and I saw students asking me all kinds of health 
questions. I just felt that kids knew absolutely 
nothing about health care." _ · 
He added that students health care services 
are essential because they are one of the only 
options of low-cost medical treatment for stu-
dents without insurance or for students from low-
incom'e families 
"I think for the next decade health cent~rs will 
be under the nticroscope .... Presidents keep ask-
ing, 'Why? Why do we need health care for stu-
dents?' ' 
"If you can maintain the cost of the care your-
self," he says, "you won't have administrators 
trying to eliminate you." 
PEPPER TOES 
Alexis Martin, a freshman majoring in criminal justice, pats 
Pepper TQes in front of the bookstore. (Michael DeHoogrrcFF) 
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Burglar igno~ credit Cards and bookS 
, but swipes $3, chewing gum from car 
by Sandra Pedlcini 
STAFF REPORTERE 
Burglars struck two cars at 
UCF last week. 
According to a police report, 
last Tuesday at3:45 a.m. Harold 
Johnson was awakened by the 
sound ofhis car alarm. When he 
checked the car, he saw that the 
light was on and the driver's 
door had been opened. No i~ms 
WRAP IT 
were missing or disturbed from 
his car. 
The report said it appeared 
that the suspect had pulled the 
driver's window out of place to 
enter the car. 
On Wednesday, Marc 
Goodman reported that between 
11 :30 a.m. and 2 p.m. someone 
smashed out the driver's side 
front window to enter his ve-
hicle. 
"I walked out there and the 
window was busted," he said. 
"And I walked up to administra-
tion and called the police." 
Three dollars and some chew-
ing gum were stolen from the 
car. 
However, the thieve left other 
va) uables including credit cards 
and books. 
Police say the burglaries ap-
pear to be unrelated. 
UCF students participate in games during a "Safe Sex" lecture in the commons last 
week. Students had a r~lay to see who could cover the cucumber. (Jim FergusontrcFF) 
EPISCOPAL CAMPUS MINISTRY 
STUDENTS STAFF FACULTY 
WEDNESDAY NOON, ROOM 214 
STUDENT CENTER 
First Meeting, September 18, 1991 
Yorn Kippur 
Christians and Atonement 
Fr. Ashmun Brown 823-2482 
:.:· :\· :: 1. 1, ' 
, IF YOU ·ARE INTERESTED IN BECOMING A . 
~§ TR~N;~A~t;;PE~UD~f, 
\'1 ~ ~ I ~ 
II ~ Ill ~a - I a; 
,WEEKLY MEETINGS .OH WEDNESDAYS I 
12-1 PM IN THE WELLNESS CENTER CLASSROOM 
.. - .. . -
• I .. i'. •1 • • ... •1 
INDIVIDUAL CONSUL TiATIONSl AVAILABLE I 
1 
/ IF YOU CAN'T . MAKE THE 1MEETIHGS, • 
... I I I II / , I 11 
./ WE HELP .. YOU EXAMIHE YOUR UHIUUE ~ 
WEiGHT CONTROL. ISSUES• ANO MAKE A PLAN 
l"O CHANGE THE LIFE5Yt..E HABITS THAT MAY BE 
KEEPING YOU FROM THE BODY AND SELF-IMAGE 
\ ' 1 YOU 'DESERVE! ; 
I I •• i8J • .. • .. I 
... CALL OR STOP BY ;TODAY! 1 823-5841 
... ,. ... ) :.' 
r' 
I 
t 
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COMING SEPTEMBER' i'1th l991 -
TO THE NEW UCF AR·ENA .... 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA'S 
CAREER EXPO 
A CHANCE FOR u·cF 
·STUDENTS AND 
EMPLOYERS TO GET 
TOGETHER TO· . 
DISCUSS CAREER 
AND EMPLOYMENT-
OPPORTUNITIES 
. WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 11th 9:AM TO 3~PM 
PARTIAL LIST OF EXHIBITORS 
AMC THEATRES (AMERICAN MUL Tl-CINEMA) 
AMERICAN TOURISTER, INC. 
ARTHUR ANDERSEN 
ARTHUR ANDERSEN TAX TECHNOLOGY GROUP 
BARNE.TT BANK OF TAMPA, N.A . 
BOO SEIDMAN 
BELL SOUTH HUMAN RESOURCES ADM. 
BOYS TOWN OF CENTRAL FLORIDA 
C&S/SOVRAN CORPORATION 
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Number of women officials in 
colleges jumps dramatically 
Coundl's poll reveals 11 percent d colleges lead by women . 
by Staff Report 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
accredited colleges and univer-
sities in the United States. 
The data indicates that 328 
The number of top women women were serving as chief 
administrators in colleges has ' executive officers in December 
increaseddramatically1n recent 1989, up from 296 in 1987 and 
years,accordingtodatacollected 118in1975. 
by the Office ofW omen in Higher In 1989, 20 women presidents 
Education of the American wereAfrican-American,16were 
Council on Education. Hispanic, two were Asian-
Women now make up 11 per- American and five were Native 
cent of all presidents of 3,000 American. Seven of the Hispanic 
women presidents served at 
Puerto Rican institutions. 
Though women have gained 
power, a 1991 publication of the 
Association of American Col-
leges reflects that the median 
salary for female administra-
tors averages 41 percent less 
than that same for male admin-
istrators. According to one sur-
vey, the wage disparity has in-
crease,d over the past two years. 
INCREASE 
FROM PAGE 1 "I've had students come up versity. 
to me and say that they would The office helps students by 
like to go. back to their high monitoring their academic 
"It'simportanttorecruitthese schools and talk about UCF," progress,preparingthemforthe 
students because they have op- she said. Cl.AST, interpreting policies for 
tions. These students can elect She plans to expand com- students and giving counseling. 
to attend an Ivy League school. munication with prospective ''Whenthegr0upsofminorities 
We want them at UCF," students with publications , areoncampus,Igivethemamo-
.Edmonson-Wright said. work closer with alumni and tivational speech. We try to keep 
UCF recruited 40 of these involve guidance counselors in contact with them," Belle said. 
scholars this year. Only ten were from area high schools. ''When one student visited, he de-
recruited last year. Dr. Robert Belle, director of cided to go to UCF. One of the 
Edmonson-Wright is also try- the office of Minority Student main reasons was that the people 
ing to get students and faculty Services, helps minorities once [in minority services] went out of 
_i_nv_o_lv_e_d_in_th_e_r_ec_rw_·ti~·n_g_. ___ th_e_y_bec_om_e_s_tu_d_e_nts_a_t h_euru_·-__ th_e_ir_w_a_y_to_h_e_lp_him_·_." ____ APPLE TALK 
af s hot, Whaf s not. Coming Thursday in Confetti. Don't miss it. 
Buckle Up 
Beeause life is the 
greatest gift 
Need Help In Math? 
Then try E.7~ Math, E.Z. Algebra 
and E.Z. Arithmetic, new programs tor 
the Hewlett Packard 48SX calculator 
designed by E.Z. Software to help you 
learn and understand math. F.ach 
package has B 128K plug-in ROM card! 
and a clear, detailed manual loaded 
with lota of examples. Eoch program j 
has an simple, user-friendly, inte:rfaee 
;u::~d ~!88.:rorodon~nk~ 
read manuals to have qui<:k and easy 
B<n!SS to el_!_ program features. Since 
the HP 48SX is a powerful 8-ounce 
pocket computer, E.7., Sofl;ware pro-
grams ere easy to take along to study 
math on a train, bus or car, on line, on 
va<:ation, on a break- in sh:irt, !Or 
self-study at almost any' time and -in 
almost any piece. Owning an E.Z. Meth 
program is like having your own 
private tutor on call 24 houre a day. 
l'laat Yoo Can Do With 11.Z. Kath 
E.7. Math quickly and eeeily eolvee 
all kinds of math problems. With E.Z 
Meth, you can meeter the entire high 
echool and college graphing curriculum, 
get extensive help with calrulatione 
involving numbem end easily do 
sevinga and loan computations. 
l'laat Yoo Can Do With E.Z. Algebra 
E.7.. Algebra is a oomprehensive 
Apple computer representative Kim Chandler shows 
Emanuel Oforic how the systm works. (Charles K. Morrow/TCFF) 
"Because working part-time at 
UPS ... I don't have to. They have f1ve-
day schedules that leave your weekends 
free. Work morning, noon, or night hours 
that work around your class 
schedule. And get paid holidays and 
vacations .. 
'That's plenty of time to study or 
recharge. And I make plenty too ... 
almost $10,000 a year for working about 
4 hours a day. UPS knows students 
value time as much as money. 
"At UPS. most students work in Oper-
ations and some in Accounting , Indus-
trial Engineering , I. S. and Customer 
Service. So if you don't do weekends, do 
contact UPS." 
Applicants are being considered 
for your local UPS office. For 
interviews or more information about 
UPS, see your school's career 
·development or job placement 
center. UPS is an equal opportunity 
employer. 
M/F 
'
basic algebra oourse that helps you 
meeter basic amcepta, numbers and 
operations and do ell kinds of problems 
involving algebraic e>.-pressions, equa-
tions and inequeliti~ . I * I WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US. What Yoo Cu Do l'ilh F..Z. Aritlamctic 
E.Z Arithmetic is an intensive besi<: 
arithmetic couree that helps you learn 
how to add, subtract, multiply, divide, 
order and convert whole numbers, fre~ 
lions, decimals, percents and integers. 
Ho• To Order Copies 
E.Z Software programs cost $125. 
For info end oopies, visit your college 
bookstore or oontect SMI, Dept A.C2, 
250 West New St., Kingsport, Ten-
nessee 37660, (800) 234--0123 or 
(615) 378-4821 
~ UPS 1D1eu:v1ERS EDUCATIDll 
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Introducing two 
. . 
g(Jod reasons. 
, -
.to stop by the new 
UCF· Computer Store . 
1. 2 . 
Come see whats new at the UCF Computer Store. 
Now in our new location next to the Biology building across from CEBA. 
or call us at 823-5226. 
Open 8:30 to 5:00 Monday thru Thursday and 'till 4:00 on Fridays. 
. . 
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Political parties fade 
as American televison 
makes our· choices . 
T he time is late 1991, the place is America and the event being prepared for is the race for the president of the United States. · 
· As the Democrats and Republicans begin to 
gear up, the rest of the country yawns and turns 
over. Most people are not interested and not watch-
ing the competitors strap on the gear. 
But even though the masses are listless, every-
one knows that the college students are interested, 
quasi-educated, active participants in the demo-
cratic system; not to mention very knowledgeable 
about the up-coming events. Knowing _this, the 
rest of Ari:ierica can tune in, right here. 
Let's begin with the Republicans. The Republi-
can party will most probably (that is, unless some 
one dies suddenly, natural or otherwise) present 
President George Bush as the best candidate for 
1992. The only questionable issue deals with the 
acceptability of Vice President Dan Quayle. One 
shouldconsiderthefactthatafterthisterm,Quayle 
would be the Republican to vote in. THIS is a scary 
fact, which very few, Republican or otherwise, 
would areue about. 
Ok. So Bush is the man. But, IS Bush the man? 
One should consider his track record. Bush did 
handle the Kuwaiti situation with finesse. Of 
course this could be argued against. Bush overall 
balanced the Soviet and Eastern European prob-
lem as well as could be expected. The main difficul-
ties are whether Bush has kept his promises on a 
· domestic level. Can Bush be considered the 'Edu-
cation President?' Probably not. Has the drug 
problem lessened, is the economy better, ... all of 
these are domestic issues which have been pushed 
to side. But are these national or state issues? It is 
very complicated to make an educated opinion on 
th~ president and it should be done with prudence 
and logic: 
The Democrats represent disorganization on 
the national level. Most of the people that could be 
co,nsidered for president claim not to be in the race. 
Thi.s probably means they are waiting to officially 
announce it. Why? Most of the men considered· 
have experience only on the state level; for ex-
ample Mario Cuomo and Paul Tsongas. But the 
Democrats do represent a return to the focus on 
the homeland, which may be important. 
These are generalities. The fact is that the 
parties have lost their um ph. People are elected 
because of who they know, represent or have sold . 
out to. Perhaps this is too cynical, but what have 
the parties done? Anyone with a cool set of dollars 
fo spend can buy the air time. 
Parties are important, though. They help to 
create unwritten guidelines for the candidates, as 
well as serve as watchdogs for the candidates. 
These guidelines P.elp the poorer candidates to 
c=tctually run for office. 
The University of Central Florida campus has 
.1ctive Democratic and ~epublican parties. All 
st dents, individuals or just people who want to 
get involved should consider geting active. If you 
feel that the Libertarians better exemplify your 
beliefs, then get involved. 
American presidents are voted in by less than 
30 percent of the population. The local and state 
electi.ons are just as pathetic. With so few num-
bers, even you can make a difference, but if you 
don't care then you not only can't make a diffemce 
but also you shouldn't com~lain. 
News Editor 
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Lesbians are trapped in male bodies 
were shown sooching it up, I'd have probably been Ed. BotveS incensed, disgusted and damn close -to vomiting. How-
CAMPUS COMMENTARY ever, seeing women going_at it didn't at all bother me. Furthermore, it seems as though societj's animosity 
toward .homosexuals in gen.eral is almost solely di-
Acouple weeks ago, I plunged onto the livingroom rected towards male queers, bypassing the full pool of Lazyboy to enjoy a Tepeat episode of"L.A. Law." lesbians. Why? · Now, I had heard brouhaha surrounding this After a while of thinking and working on this sub-
episode when it first premiered, for it displayed two ject, I figured out a few reasons why lesbians seem to 
young "straight" looking ladies engaging in a rather "slip through the cracks" of mainstream persecution in 
sensuous smooch. this nation. Because our society is male-oriented, the 
Even though I consider myself one who tracks life on motivation for anim-osity towards male homosexu:;ils is 
a straight, narrow and decent path, I couldn't help but driven by the male.himself, ifnot, the male mind-set. As 
be overwbelmingly titillated by this display of passion- normal males find it very unnatural and ungodly to be 
ate female affection. latching and hanging on to other males, :ill will is 
That following Saturday evening, I tuned into 'The · invoked at the sight of it, as well as disgust and even 
Howard Stern Show," and lo and behold, found a set of anger. Persecution in the form of physically violent gay 
lesbians smooching it up. Wow, man! This time I was bashing is the worst result. However, women latching 
truly titillated beyond belief, for these were real lesbi- and hanging on to other women, in general, doesn't 
ans going at it ... and· good looking ones, too! I thought seem to invoke such distasteful feelings, or at least not 
perhaps some idiosyncratic, perverted fetish had · on the same magnitude. 
unappropriated emerged from my being. Pushing this subject into a more profound arena of 
I went to some of my couch potato friends and asked analysis, the one and only AIDS comes into play. 
if they had perhaps seen ''The Howard Stem Show," or According to the Centers for Djsease Control, 72 per-
at least the lesbian tainted episode of"L.A Law," and if so, cent of the cumulative cases of AIDS developed in the 
what it clid for them. Admittedly, for those fortunate '80s was done through the behaviors of the male horno-
enough to catch the ''L.A Law'' episode, many conceded to sexual/bisexual. The percent of cases emerging from 
being somewhat titillated themselves, leavingm~ with the lesbian contact was practically unmeasurable (less 
notion that I was okay after all. than 1 percent). As anxiety, distrust, and of course, 
Soallthisgotmetothinkingaboutwhyexactlyland animosity, arise from the AIDS virus, it gets directed 
others were tick1ed so much. I know that if two men towards its primary source, the male homosexual. 
Extinctioi1 of African ·.Americans looms 
Abdul ·Rahman 
WHAT'S REALLY ~APPENING 
A n entire group of people may become extinct if we don't save them. As African Americans, we are faced with the 
plight ofourpeople. We must stand up for what is right, 
and tum away from things and situations that may be 
harmful. Many people feel that "education" is the key 
to a prosperous life. Even with that cliche tightly 
fastened to our belts, experience is the best teacher. 
Our experience says that we can overcome any 
obstacle which maypresentitself. It also reminds us to 
be giving, kind, caring and loyal. TheAfricanAmerican 
experience draws on much pain and struggle; as well as 
the love we share with our brothers,sisters and other 
cultures.Asa multi-faceted, diverse and colorful people, 
we a,re responsible for saving ourselves from extinc-
tion. 
It is up to us to ensure a proper foundation of 
education and social activity. It is our responsibility to 
take and give back to our thriving communities. It is 
our job to stop ''black on black crime," and to eradicate 
negative stereotypes we hold about oppression and the 
oppressor. 
Change and reform is in the hands of the young. If 
we band together to increase voter participation, com-
munity service and peer counseling, we can achieve 
anytrnng. An old African proverb says "If everyone 
would clean in front of their own front doors, the world 
would b~ clean." Here today we have a chance to do just 
that, help each other rise to the occasion. Struggle is 
always hard, but together we lighten each others load. 
"An entire group of people could become extinct if we 
don't work to save them". 
Distribution Manager Scott Beaman 
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Lack of real leaders dooms DemOcratic party to failure 
Rou Ji'uocO way, and he looks like a calm beacon in the midst of 
::, . the volatile-happenings in the Soviet Union. In short, 
SEEING THE LIGHT he looks like a foreign affairs wizard. But he'll need to 
conjure up a pretty powerful potion to be re-elected 
should the economy go into the toilet. Presidents get 
W ell here we are, less than one year from the - to retain their job come election time on the ba,sis f nominating conventions. At a time when the voter's pocketbook. Only when the internatio 1 there should be voices from both sides es-· scene looks extremely dangerous do voters' pock t-
pousing their views on how to keep America strong in books become weightless at election-time. 
all areas, where are the Democrats? Well, the so- Theintemationalsceneitselfcouldbackfire. Wha' 's 
called front-runners are running for cover, giving agoodanti-CommunistgoingtodonowthatCom 
excuses on why they're not running in 1992 with all nism in the Soviet Union appears to be dead. 
the imagination of a third-grader who forgot to do his While this appears to be good news to the De o-
homework. crats, it's bad news for Americans. Thus far, the ly 
This does not bode well for Americans, who might declared candidate is Paul Tsongas. It may be/ at 
yet get as president one of these sniveling cowards the former senator from Massachusetts is a leader, a 
with no political backbone. George Bush, despite his man with a vision for America. It might. But ils more 
current popularity, has vulnerabilities in 1992. But likely that Tsongas is using the presidentiAl race as 
_the Democrats ~ave chosen Jo be politicians instead a stepping stone to the governor's mansi{n. He's not 
· ofle~~ers. That is not to say they have any leadership likely to gain the Democratic nominatio~ and would 
qualities that would benefit America, but they could · face a tough challenge if he tried to run against Teddy 
at least humor us. · Kennedy or John Kerry. But a presidential race would 
First let's talk about Bush's potential problems. do wonders for his chances in a gubernatorial race 
Rightnow, Bushisbaskinginpopularity.MostAmeri- against the incumbent GOP governor William Weld. 
cans believe he handled the Middle East the right ·At least he's running. Where are the others? 
Dave Barry 
TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES 
T oday we are pleased to present a major new ( literary talent; Rob Watts of 
. Pungoteague, Va. Rob is 11 years old and 
has already written · THREE NOVELS, which 
should be pretty humbling to those of you who are 
full-grown adults and have never produced a 
complete grocery list. 
Rob's three n·ovels are entitled "Chopper At-
tack," ''World War II" and "Assassination in the 
Gulf." He sent us a copy of"Assassination in the 
Gulf," an espion::ige thriller so fast-paced we 
finished it in one sitting. Fortunately this was 
easy because "Assassination ill" the Gulf' is only 
two pages long, plus the front cover, which fea-
tures a picture of a building (or possibly a boat) 
that Rob drew with a' computer by typing the 
"equals" sign over and over. . 
But Rob Watts is the kind of writer who can fit 
a lot of plot into two pages. Other writers, such as iliiJI~~ 
hugely successful techno-thriller novelist Tom °" 
Clancy, often become so involved with describing 
Where's Dick "I have no trade policy except a detri-
mental protectionist one" Gephardt? Where's Mario 
"I'm happy to just own New York" Cuomo?Where's Al 
"now that being a hawk on defense doesn't matter, 
I'm just another liberal" Gore? Where's Ted "crash" 
Kennedy? Where are all the other wannabees? 
Well, they're forming committes to see if they 
should run. 
You could say that with dim prospects for 1992, 
they're holding out for 1996. You could also say that 
they're waiting to see which way the wind is blowing 
on issues before they take a ·stand on them. Which is 
to say, there'snotaleaderamongthem. Say what you 
will about Ronald Reagan, butforyears before he was 
elected, he gave speeches outlining his vision. You 
may not have agreed with him, he might not have 
carried through the way you like_d, but you knew, 
fundamentally, where he stood on issues. 
Ah well, maybe all this is good news for Ameri-
cans. Since they don't have a plan, we d_on't have to 
_listen to the same stale propaganda they usually role 
out every four years. Whatever the case, the Demo-
crats will continue to fail in presidential elections 
because the party lacks strong, courageous leaders 
with strong visions. 
Quickly the scene shifts to Baghdad, where 
we learn through subtle nuance in the open-
ing dialogue, that Saddam's brother does plan 
in fact to blow the Navy base: 
"Bye Saddam, I'll be sure to blow up their 
Navy base" said Saddam's brother Sod. Little 
did I know that on the plane packed with 
innocent civilians there was a bomb placed in 
the engines so that all would blow up when the 
engines were turned on at take off." 
Two sentences later the plane explodes in a 
scene whose stark horror is evoked by the 
following chilling description: 
"KA-BOOM, KA-BOOM, KA-BOOM, KA-
BOOM!!!" 
We immediately shift back to CIA headquar-
ters for Chapter Three, which begins: . 
''Yes! We killed him that JERK" 
"Sir, but what about civilians? In all 404 
innoc~ntAmerican high schoolers from a small 
town in Iowa returning from a field trip were 
killed and reduced to little chunks this big." 
(After the word ''big," the author has drawn a 
small ink blot to indicate the body-chunk 
size.) 
the complex and sophisticated machinery of mod- 1-::::::~~~~ 
em combat that they'll take two pages merely to 
Talk about y~mr masterful plot twists! Just as 
you, the reader, are thinking that the climax. 
is . over, Rob Watts confounds you with a 
© 1991 Tribune Media ervlces. Inc . Completely unexpected, yet totally plausible, 
All Rights Reserved 
describe a modem action: 
"Far beneath the surface of the North Atlantic, 
inside the U.S. nuclear submarine Sea Turnip, Second 
LieutenantMajor Sergeant Commander Bart Brickman 
glanced at his watch. It was the Rolex Military 
Chronotron Model FX-6000, with 127 separate func-
tions including day, date, tides, lunar phase, relative 
humidity and domestic beet production. The display · 
revealed to Brickman that the time was 1400 hours. 
Brickman briskly punched this information into the 
Sea Turnip's main computer, the 6 . .5 - skillion mega-
byte RZT-960000 DataHumper by Radio Shack. In less 
than one-billionth of a second, the computer flashed the 
result to Brickman on the cathode-ray-tube display: 
'1400 HOURS EQUALS TWO O'CLOCK' Snack time. 
Brickman turned to the General Electric LS-MFI'-
53800000 'HellFrost' Naval Combat Mini-Fridge and 
punched in his Food Access Security (FAS) code. Si-
lently the door swung open. With practiced, easy mo-
tion, Brickman reached inside, extracted a Mister 
Mexico GRUBARF-210000000 Mixed Beef Parts Tac-
tical -Field Burrito, and slid it into the AmanaAR-78X- plot element: Iowa high-school students on a field trip 
3287-9382000 'Death Warmer' Microwave Oven With in Iraq. 
Amphibious Laser Defrost Capability. Then, using his It takes Watts anotherfull page to resolve the issues 
rightindex finger he ... " raised by this plot twist. I won't give away the ending, 
fuid so on. This is not the way Rob Watts writes. Rob except to say that it involves the following dramatic 
Watts gets RIGHT TO THE ACTION. Here's how his sequence: 
book starts: "KA-BOOM! BLAM! BLAST! CRASH! BASH!" 
CIA HEAD QUARTERS In our literary opinion, you should rush out and 
"Hey I just heard that Saddam's brother is going to purchase this novel immediately, although this may 
be in Norfolk this.week, he might want to sabotage our be difficult inasmuch as we think we have the only 
Naval base." copy outside of Pungoteague, Va. Perhaps someday 
''Well, could we kind of, well uh kill him and make it "Assassination in the Gulf' will ·be made into a 
look like a hit and run murder or an accident?" Major But Really Short Motion Picture. It would 
"We could but it would be hard." definitely be rated "G," because it has no dirty parts. 
''We'll blow up on the plane he'll be on!" This is good. Sex always seems out of place in. mili-
Note the lean, economical prose. Rob Watts doesn't tary thrillers: . 
waste the reader's time with a lot of extraneous detail "Oh Bart," moaned Chief Petty Ensign Commander 
concerning what the,characters look like, or how they Fifth Class Doreen LaFume as Brickman reached for 
feel,orwho,specificallytheyare.Thisplotisarunaway the clasp of her bra. She was wearing the General 
skateboard, and if you don't jump aboard immediately, Dynamics AX-6000 "Hooter Hefter" Armored Assault 
it's GONE. · Brassiere, featuring ... 
...... Ir .. 
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GREEK CORNER 
ALPHA TAU OMEGA 
Football Tues. 5pm vs:.PHI DEL T, Thurs. 
4pm vs. Independent. . Social Service 
Project - Fri. 9:30pm-12:30am. Sat. 
Sept. 14 - Love and Peace Social with Pi 
Phi. .. Get Psyched! ITOD. 
Pl KAPPA .ALPHA 
Post modern ~as · awesom.e I I PIKE 
Football games this week, see Joe E. 
Southern Gentlemen's Ball on Friday. 
• Good luck t~ all of the Southern Belle 
Candidates. Attention all ladies, it is now 
Cane Week: Grab a ·cane and get a 
date! Welcome to all the New Pledges! 
The fun has just begun I Pi Kappa Alpha: 
Tradition and Excellence! 
PHI DELTA THETA 
PLEDGES-Etudiez vos metiers! Freres-
nous gagnerons !'Anchor Splash de Delta 
Gamma. No· oubliez pas!, ii y aura un 
match de futbol americain le mardi a' 5 
heures. ct>.6.0, D2BG, brahl 
DELTA GAMMA 
Congrats to our 5 Star Pledges! We love 
you -hope.you loved retreat. Don't forget 
the car wash this Sun. Hey Greek Men -
the Splash is coming! 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
Congratulations to all the wonderful la-
dies invited to AXA Ladies Nite Sat. 
Sept: 14. Any Bros I AMs who haven't 
turned in their guests name - see Tim 
NOW. BIG I LIL BRO Ceremony Thurs. 
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON 
Hey E's, What an awesome Pledge 
Class. Congrats new Brothers. Thanx. 
AMI on a great social. To the lovely 
ladies of ZI'A , wow what a bus ride last 
week. Team I Football- looks like we're 
one step away from all sports trophy. 
Hollowhead that was some bus ride 
home, huh! Incredible. 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
Cocoa Beach will never be the same. 
Chapter RE!treat was a BLAST! Get 
psyched for Sig Ep Football. Practice all 
week. Smoker this Friday. It's a red 
brick ... Ict>E - BRAO I ! 
Pl SIGMA EPSILON . 
Recruitment is going great! We're top-
ping the charts I We're looking forward to 
seeing you at Orientation Night Wed. 
night, Sept. 11, 7pm in the University 
Dining Room. Be there! 
CLUB INFO 
A.A. MEETING EVERY WED. 12-1 PM 
STUDENT CENTER RM 214 
HOLAHISPANOS DEHASA, we have a 
'--- meeting today 5-6 in the Student CentE!r, 
Room 214 - New and present members 
welcome. 
S.W.A.T. 
Join the Student Wellness Advocate 
Team .. . for the "WELL OF IT!" Attend 
the next meeting Wed 9/11 at 4:30 in the 
Wellness Center (823-5841 ). 
The Society for the Advancement of 
Management (SAM), having open meet-
ing Sept. 12, in Room 147 at 4pm 
"GERMANISTEN KLUB" 
The "Germanisten Klub" will meet on 
Thursday, Sept. 12 to elect officers and 
make plans for the semester. Meeting 
place: SC, SOL Room at 2pm. The "Ger-
man •stammtisch meets each 2nd and 
4th Thursday of the month at• Jax" Res-
taurant on 436. For info, call 823-~937. 
(Ger Dept.). · 
dryer, microwave and dishwasher. Very 
clean and attractive. Walking distance to 
school. $465 per month. Call John at 
886-9579 
ROOM FOR RENT -$300/month includ-
ing utilities and washer/dryer access, 
large.home *must love dogs 767-5642 
FOR SALE 
HOUSE FOR SALE: 3 bdrm 2 bath. In 
, Alafaya Woods subdivision in Oviedo 
Fireplace, vaulted ceilings, ceiling fans, 
water softener, electric garag~ door 
opener. 5 yrs old. $4600 down, asking 
$92,000. 30 yr assumable mortgage. 
This one will sell fast! "292-6351 Broker. 
RETAIL HELP I I I 
APPLY NOW 111 
$8.75 (guaranteed starting rate) 
Full Trair:iing provided. Excellent oppor-
tunity for advancement. Scholarships & 
Internships Available 
CALL: 236-0170 
BOB KNIGHT PHOTOMARKETI NG 
looking for professional, energetic, part-
time employee. Must be willing to work 
weekends and early mornings 896-6892 
TIM WEBBER CATERING is now hir-
ing!!! Experience preferred. Learn how 
to bartend and make great extra $$$. 
Don't miss this great opportunity!!! Call 
645-2754. 
Students Wantedf,Earn Up To$10/hr. ROOMMATES Rollerblades: Macroblade608, Sizes 10 Make your owl) hours, make excellent 
1/2 & 12. Eight months old. Great ,money marketing credit cards Dn your 
8uy@$200 ea. Call 249-1965 ~pus. Call 1-800-950-8472 ext. 20 
Needed ASAP M'F non-smoker to share 
duplex 5 mi. from UCF 671-1468 
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED-N/S, 
quiet, responsible, neat. To share 2 Bed-
room 1 1/2 Bath townhouse w/ dish-
washer, dryer, micro pool/tennis fur-
nished $275. 1 /2 utilities CALL327-6059. 
86 Honda 500 Interceptor V4 Mint Con-
dition $2,200 Must Sell 366-6563 OBO 
Kitchen table for sale. Good condition. 
Can be made larger w/ two leaves $25 
Call 380-7150 
Waterbed Queensize with bookcase 
M/F Nonsmoker Alt. Springs 2BD/2BA · headboard, heater, waveless mattress, 
Apt. $250 + 1/2 Util 380-5967 or 295- 5 months old. $200 'obo. Shawn 677-
0992 5317 
Need an apt n@.ar UCF? Call Jenny 862-
6266, 8-5pm. I'm a music major who is 
kind, fun, and professional. Nonsmoker. 
Roommatewanted-436 &Aloma, pools, 
laundry, clubhouse. Call 679-1621. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED- N/S 
to share 2 bedroom 1 bath apartment, 2 
miles from UCF. Call 381-3909. 
Female roommate $300/mo, 3b/2b 
house, 1/2 utilities, 5 min. from UCF, 
pool, washer I dryer, 679-4889. 
FOR RENT 
2/2 apt near UCF Wash I Dry, fans , 
dishwasher. Nice. $450. 365-7532 
4 Bdrm, 2 Bath House, close to UCF, 
large fenced yard, ceiling fans in all 
rooms $675 mo. 843-9513 
Various 2 Bedroom Apartments for Rent. 
Walking distance. $400-$450 move in 
specials. Call 872-0373 
SHERWOOD FOREST 
3bdrm-2bth Now Available Duplex In-
cludes: Washer I Dryer, large kitchen 
and living area, front + backyard, one 
mile fQrm UCF, $630 per month. Call 
Graham 422-3080 or 875-3205 
Large Room $165/mo. includes utilities. 
6 miles from UCF. No Pets. Deposit. 
291-9631 ' 
Townhouse for Rent. Two bedroom/Two 
bath. All appliances including washer/ 
Super Single waterbed, one year old. 
Must Sell - $100 obo. Call Suzy 282-
4771 
COMPLETE GAPS GAE PREPARA-
TION COURSE. Fantastic review mate-
rial. Used last April. Paid $1.60. Will Sell 
for $120. Phone 904-789-57 43 
Desk- 4 drwr, good cond. $60 366-4912 
For sale b' Trifin Surfboard. $75, bear 
compound bow $75 Call Steve 382-155 7 
Mountain Bike, 4 wks. old $100, Guitar, 
Jackson Soloist, Mint $700, Make offer, 
Eric, Eve.678-8723 
Solid Wood Coffee Table $35 , Brand 
New Tall Side Lamp $25, Men's Bike 
$45. Must Sell, call 658'" 1881 
Casio fx-7000G Graphics Calculator w/ 
instr books $40 Call Dave 855-3071 
Great Condition 5 PC Oak Pierwall Bed-
room Suite $850. Glass & Brass Dining . 
Rm Table w/ 4 light. beige chairs $650 
Leave Msg 841-2638 
Nishiki Racing Bike.$250 Tri-Bars $50 
365-1776 
Camera 35mm MinoltaX700 with 50mm 
Lens $170 679-4812 
HELP WANTED 
RPS NEEDS' PIT PACKAGE HAN-
DLERS FROM3-7 AM $7 PER HR CALL 
297-3715 
MALE & FEMALE PERFORMERS 
WANTED for new musical show. Tal-
ented a.mateurs & students considered. 
Call (904)343-5336 or 742-1134. 
ATIENTION: Excellent Income 
for home assembly work. INFO. 504-
646-1700. DEPT. P307 
WANTED 
Someone to Practice Tennis With. Needs 
to be at least minor tournament level. 
Gotta have desire to practice everyday. 
Call Dave 295-1718. Also Wanted-a 
Used Stringing Machine. Make me an 
offer. 
OVERNIGHT BABY-SITTER 
I need a responsible, caring, person to 
care for my 2 elem. age children for after 
school and overnight 3-4 times a month. 
15 min. from UCF in Tuscawilla. Ref. 
Reqd. 695-2475 
TUTOR NEEDED for STATISTICS-
ASAP CALL ANYTIME #249·5265 
(LEAVE MESSAGE) 
TYPISTS 
TYPING SERVICES -call Nancy at679-
4006 .. 
WP.EDITING~ APA, MLA,etc. 366-0538 
WORDMASTERS 277-9600 
Student documents and resumes. 
Same day service available. IBM/AT, 
Word Perfect 5.0 
IBM letter quality/laser printing. 
Fast*Professlonal*Accu'rate 
PROFESSIONAL PC SERVICES 
Call 380-7 429 
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LOST&FOUND 
LOST - Set of Wedding Rings - lost in 
Education Building - very sentimental -
Please contact Cindy Brown, call collect 
407-268-0268 Reward - more than ac-
tual dollar value 
TUTORS 
LSAT GRE GMAT Prep Course 
. Open Enrollmer:it High Scores Taught 
by Testing Specialist Michael Tierney, 
897-3300 or 341-0003 
Math Tutor Thru CALC 11. 859-2972 
SAT ACT GAE GMAT CLAST PREP. 
Educators, Not Just Tutors. General 
Math: Through Trig. Open Enrollment 
Flexible Classes 249-4070 
OTHER 
RAISE $500 .. $1000 .. $1500 
FOOLPROOF FUNDRAISING 
for your fraternity, sorority team or other 
campus organization. Absolutely no in-
vestment requ ired! Act npw for the 
chance to win a Caribbean Cruise and 
fabulous prizes! 
Call 1-800-950-8472 ext.50 
MONEY FOR COLLE GE. Every student 
is eligible for financial aid regardless of 
grades or parents income. $10 billion 
available-Get your share. Free informa-
'tion - Scholarship Searchers, 4310 S. 
Semoran Blvd. #521, Orlando, Fl 32822 
WANT TO RAISE$$ QUICKLY 
For Your CLUB or ORGANIZATION?? 
· CALL NATL MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS 
SOCIETY 
For MORE INFORMATION, 896-3873 
STUDENT SEASON TICKETS NOW ON 
SALE AT THE UCF THEATRE. $5 per 
student ( a real bargain) I ! ! Bring 
student ID. Pick-up by October 4, 1991. 
PERSONALS 
LADIES, ready for a real romance?, a . 
serious relationship to last a life time? 
SWM, 27,6', 150 lb, likes; affection, fit-
ness, psychology, outdoors, reading, 
languages- sign languages and Span-
ish. Dislikes; children, closed minds, 
games. Race is no barrier. P.O. ~x 
678856 Orlando, FL 32867 
. .. PIE, Just wanted to let you know, 
mahal, I do appreciate . Time? Priori-
ties? As you put it, "ain't nothin' but a 
thing". Always thinking of my Ba-a-a-
a-a-yb! I love you too, CUTIE . . . 
DON'T DRUNK!! 
• 
• 
1 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Jean conducts Masterworks Series for the FSO 
• by Bill Cushing 
Concert lnfonnation 
:::·=;::·· s the Soviet 
• lit, ~~~~%.s~ g!;: 
.. ~l ticular Rus-
sian master re-established 
his status among Orlando 
concertgoers last Thurs-
day evening. 
!Jiill11i 
:=.:tJfFtEPfiME!'smm.s,aw.e SQ·; f.?EA~ -·:: • The Florida Sym-
phony Orchestra began its 
1991-1992 season with its 
Masterworks series, a 
program that is a 
Tchaikovsky Festival this 
year. 
~''$;;:~:~===:~, ··· 
: .. :;E~~e~fr~~::w~o~~A· $.~R-~NY::p$q~~~ :;. = 
· . -~tf~~b.F:F:l~Wifa$0.b.°N.: ~i@.$.1\~i~ \: 
·': ·sw~i~a~Hr~WMAsteai=:~oo:'ewit008i::B¥ .. :· · ·. 
·=-. ==., .. = m :::=-., ·.==- ... .-= - ~ .. :. ·= .. .-=·.~= ... .. . · .. , ·.- :-
• 
.  
During the four Mas-
terworks perfonnances, 
the orchestra's front office is 
sponsoring a series. of pre-con-
cert lectures dealing with the life 
of the composer. These are held 
in the Bob Carr auditori.um an 
hour before the scheduled per-
formance. In addition, there is a 
, post-chow meeting with the 
orchestra's conductor and guest 
artist. 
Considering recent events 
taking place on the composer's 
continent, it was a good selec-
t10n, as was the program forthe 
evening. 
Kenn~th Jean, FSO music di-
rector and principal conductor, 
ceremoniously took and in-
spected his baton for the open-
ing night performance, even 
adding a flourish to the 
orchestra's rendition of the na-
tional anthem. 
The concert began with a first, 
i theFSO'sinitial performance of 
the polonaise from "Eugene 
Onegin," Tchaikovsky's opera 
concerning unrequited love. The 
piece, which introduces the third 
act, is lively and almost cin-
• 
ematic. 
Anchoring the concert was 
a performance of the Piano 
Concerto No. 1 in B flat given 
by David Buechner, the 1986 
winner of Russia's presti-
gious Tchaikovsky Interna-
tional Piano Competition. 
This particular piano concerto 
is a superbly romantic piece ful-
filling every obligation of the 
concerto fonn. 
Buechner displayed a good 
touch and excellent timing in 
a performance that was 
marred only by microphone 
placement that caused his 
instrument's lower scales to 
suffer some hollowness and 
lack fullness. 
The evening ended with the 
sonorous Symphony No. 4 in F 
minor. Based on a motif of fate 
as a theme throughout the piece, 
the fourth is a fitting tribute to 
the recent actions of the Russian 
people. 
Muscially, its finale incorpo-
rates musical traces of both the 
"Nutcracker" and the- "1812 
Overture," two of 
Tchaikovsky's most popularly 
known works. 
Although _ written in a mi-
nor key, this is hardly a fu-
neral dirge and, during the 
final movement, Jean was 
conducting so fast and furi-
ously that he blew out a sus-
pender. 
A good indication of the ac-
tion that lies ahead. Kenneth Jean, music director and principal conductor for FSO. (FSO). 
· Jazz artist updates old African-rhytluris on new release 
Ponty's 'Tchokola'purifies his unique, 
multi-cultural jazzy sound for_ relaxation 
• Tchokola 
Artist: Jean Luc Ponty 
Producers: Jean Luc Ponty and 
Brice Wassy 
Label: Epic 
.:··='::=:' s the end of the '70s }.~;f~!:i~ and the '80s saw a 
,pi.1l .~~t~~:\~~tria~~~~ 
ing the Caribbean sounds of 
reggae, the last part of the 
last decade featured a simi-
lar situation with African 
music. It started with Africa 
rhythms and beats being in-
corporated in the music of 
the Talking Heads and 
reached a pinnacle of popu-
larity with Paul Simon's mul-
ti ple-grammy winning 
. "Graceland." 
·Now, the African influ-
ence g·des fron:i rock and pop 
into that melting pot of mu-
sic, jazz. 
Jean Luc Ponty, a classi-
--cany=trained violinist who · 
decided he could have more 
fun (and make a better liv-
ing) by applying his musical 
trainillg in jazz, has just re-
leased "Tchokola," a musi-
cal tour of West Africa. 
The album began in his 
own birthplace when he be-
came aware of the prolifera-
tion of African musicians and 
singers in Paris. 
Going into the Parisian 
studios of Dav out last Febru-
ary, Ponty and co-producer/ 
percussionist Bruce Wassy 
assembled nine other Afri-
can musicians and singers to 
blend the smoothjazz sounds · 
of Ponty's electric violin with 
their o~n voices and· native 
instruments. 
From the ancient balafon 
.to empty bottles, Ponty and 
company .Qav.e come up with 
an album tn~t should appeal 
toa number of~vahed audi-
ences. 
~ ... \ .. ~ , .. ,. ~ 
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Potential Frenzy lives up~to its name at the Beacham Theatre 
by Bill Cushing 
The Beach Oub looked pretty 
empty last Wednesday night until 
Potential Frenzy took the stage at 
around 11 :30. 
Then, as drummer Peter Oldrid 
pounded out the introduction to 
"Nothing to Say," a crowd ap-
., 
• 
peared suddenly, gravitating to and 
around the stage. The Orlando 
band, celebrating its first year to-
gether, gave a 15 song set capped 
,off with an encore of''The Money 
Song," an original, along with a 
coverofthe Oash's "Why Ride." 
(From left to right) Norah Salmon, Peter Olrid and John Saylors of the local, moving band. (Charles Morrow). 
During the show, guitarist-
singer Norah Salmon looked like 
she was having some serious fun, 
.especially after breaking into 
"Highway Avenger," an obvious 
crowd favorite. After slam-danc-
ing to that, the band moved to the 
pogo sound of'Ready, Steady, 
Go." 
Salmon once said that, after 
her initial arrival to Orlando, she 
had planned on playing acoustic 
folk guitar in Central Rorida 
clubs, a 'la Rebecca Tex. 
Luckily, for both her and us, 
she opted to team up with John 
Saylors and Oldrid to fonn the 
current band, a group that is true 
I=>IE 
to its name. By the show's mid-
point, people were even thrashing 
around the pool tables sitting on 
the upper levels of the downtown 
Orlando club. "Please Go Away" 
sounds like Robin Johnson's 
"Damned Dog," one of the punker 
numbers from the film ''Times 
Square." 
If Potential Frenzy does ab.al- · 
WARZAU 
DieWarzau! 
BIG 
ELECTRIC 
METAL 
BASS 
FACE 
The Chicago underground mixmast~rs are back with a new single, ''Funkopolis," which is 
available now. The album, "Big Electric Metal Bass Face," will be released on Oct 1 
Before)!Ott dissect. .. 
· .~ 
·, For inf<nmation about humane alternatives 
to animal dissection in chL'isrooms. 
CALL TOU-FREE 
DISSECTION 
HOlllNE 
1-800-922-FROG 
...! student ou/n'tll'h jJmjecl <?/lhe 
rl11i111al legal 1Jdi.'11se filnd 
lad, "Don't Take Me" is as close 
as it comes, and the song lets 
Saylors show offhis bass instincts. 
Saylors also sings "New Start," a 
personal reflection of self-dissat-
isfaction. 
League. 
Of course, Potenti alF renzy did 
their best folk-singer imitation by 
adding its own personal twist to 
"If I Had a Hammer." 
Potential Frenzy has some po-
tential dates out of town but will 
be back for a show at Philly Joe's 
Another crowd-pleaser, 
"Grade School," is a love song 
tinged with defiance and has the 
sound of a rough-edged Human 
on Sat., Oct. 5. More fun than-th_~, 
law should allow . 
• • • • • • • • ••• • • 
:BEER· 
: WINE · DINING 
: Member for a Night 
• Redeem this ad at the box office to receive Enzian Film Critics Society 
•admission ($4 instead of the regular $6). Then become a member yourself 
and receive excellent benefits ALL THE TIME! Offer expires 9130191 . 
IOURN EY OF HOPE · Now showing, ends sept 12 
Academy Award fro Best Foreign Film · Swiss w!English subtitles 
TRULY. MADLY. DEEPLY· Stans sept 13. ends ·N 
Sept 19 · jay Boyar rgves: "Four Stars!" · Stars Alan Rickman 
from ROBIN HOOD & DIE HARD · In English 
PEE WEE'S BIG ADVENTURE ·Stans sept 
20 ·Fridays & Saturdays.only, Midnight only· from the direaor 
of BEETLEJUICE, M TMAN & EDWARD SC/SSORHANDS 
. 
..1300 S. Orlando Ave.~ In Maitland ·.644-4662 : • 
.. ................................. ~ 
~~ 'tO scbP°\ 
TUNE - UP SPECIAL 
Five Dollars Off With This Ad! 
Regular $35.00 
Brake Adj. - Gear Adj. - Bearing Adj. 
Frame Alignment - Wheel Truing -
Lubrication - All work performed by proffesional 
~o?>-~ -~e mechanics. 01' .s4 v(/.s1 c§> \~ 'Q (;, &a ~ · ~\.'lf- ~ CA' ~!.? ~ ~o-V ~o.e o,, C '11,-~..s-/ 
275·3976 
(Formerly Bike King) 
Ok> 01' ~~/ 
--· 
9100 E. Colonial 
(at Beltway) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
' 
• 
_,, , . 
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'Journey' depticts a family's struggle to find a better life 
by Robin Kelley 
Desperate travels are often the 
backdrop to dramatic films, but 
few come across as powerfully 
asthenaiveimmigrants' attempt 
to find anew 
and better 
life in "Jour-
ney of 
Hope." · 
Win-
ner of the 
1991 Best 
ForeigrrLanguage film Oscar, 
"J~mrney of Hope" is based on a 
true story about a Turkish farmer, 
his wife and their young son's 
tragic attempt to emigrate to 
Switzerland. The incident re-
ceived an eight line mention in a · 
newspaper in 1988 . 
Dire-cted by Xavier Koller, 
the film begins in Southeastern 
Turkey where Haydar, his wife, 
Meryem, and their seven chil-
dren live. Haydar, dissatisfied 
with his s1mple life, decides to 
sell his animals and property and 
make anew life in Switzerland, 
where his relative, Cermal, has 
apparenUy found "paradise." He 
decides to bring his wife and 7-
year-old son, Mchmct Ali, on 
the journey, leaving the rest bf 
the children in the care of his 
father and mother. 
Trouble begins early when 
prices become increasingly 
higher than expected and the last 
minute decision to bring Mehmet 
Ali, who lacks a passport, forces 
the three to stowaway on a cargo 
ship. Catching a ride with a 
Emin Sivas stars as the 7-year-old son of a Turkish family who is fleeing Turkey for the Alps. (Miramax). 
Swiss trucker, their dreams seem 
to be within grasp-until they are 
forced by Swiss customs to re-
turn to Milan and sneak across 
the border through the Alps. 
The contacts in Milan tum 
out to be conniving smugglers 
who take the desperate Turks for 
---------------------- everything they own. Haydar, 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Meryem, Mehmet Ali and nine 
• . 10% SWDENT DISCOUNT 
• otherimmigrantsaresentontheir 
• WITH THIS AD trek through the mountains by 
• 
• HAIRSTYLING $9.95 theircontacts,despiteathreatof o a storm. : STYLE CUT The perilous journey becomes • a nightmare when the snowstorm 
• separates the group as they come 
• 
• PROFESSIONAL STYLISTS to. the Swiss border. Haydar and 
: W ALMART CENTER APPT. OR WALK IN• Mehmet Ali become lost and are 
e 10661 K COL. DR. 282-1754 • the last to be found by the au-
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • '• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • : tl1orities, frozen and starved af-
~ ENTERTAINMENr 
'92 
This fund-raiser will make you 
a winne·r every time. A no-
investment, no-risk, high-profit 
program-pay only for the 
books you sell after you sell 
them. Entertainment® books 
appeal to all ages and lifestyles, 
with hundreds of 2-for-1 or 50% 
off coupons for dining, theatre, 
sports, travel and more. 
For more information _call: 
895-6430~ 
ter their night in the snow. 
"Journey of Hope" is a heart 
wrenching film that undermines 
the innocent beliefin a better life 
just over the border. Impres-
sively powerful performances 
give"Joumey"itshumanity. The 
characters are never excessively 
·-
PONTY 
FROMPAGElS 
/ 
Yet, the music is still pure Jean 
LucPonty, althougheachnumber 
is rooted in a number of West 
African traditions, including some 
of that nation's dance forms. 
There are anumberof standouts 
on this pleasantly relaxed albgm. 
"Mam' Mai,' the opening num-
ber, has a haunting and ethereal 
quality to it while 
"Bramako" employs the 
Mandingo rhythms. . 
'rhen there is "Rhum 'n' 
Zouc." According to Ponty's 
liner notes, it is "a blend of 
French Caribbean (beguine) 
and Atrican 'influences." 
Ponty will be performing 
at' the King Center in 
Melbourne on Thui:,sday, 
Sept. 12 at 8 p.m. Call for 
details concerning a student 
special pricing. 
- Bill C~shing 
\ • ~ • I ' J J a ~ 
-••• .. -••"1'••·-•••~~ • •••••• ' •f'I • 
I 
MOVIE FACTS 
Nasty Girl." 
A jazzy background score 
sets the film's mood in metio_n 
and the gritty cinematography 
gives scenes the rough texture 
needed to portray danger and 
desperation. This quality is es-
pecially apparent as the troupe 
fights their way up the steep 
. Alps carrying suitcases filled 
with the ,very last of their pos-
sessions. 
"Journey" began its week-
long run at the Enzian Theatre 
in Maitland on Sept. 6. The 
Swiss film is the last presenta-
tion in the theater'~ Foreign Film 
distraught or unrealistically im- Oscar Fest, which began Aug. 
pelled. All emotions and actions 23 _with Italy's nominee "Open 
fell true to life. Doors" and continued the week 
The surprise winner at the starting Aug. 30 with China's 
Academy Awards, the film's "Ju Dou." Theothertwonomi-
potency swept the votes away nees, "Cyrano de Bergerac" and 
from the predicted favorites, "The Nasty Girl" were _shown 
"Cyrano de· Bergerac" and "The · last spring. 
Ponty's diverse influences are similar to the recent 
trends of the Talking Heads and· Paul Simon. 
• 
I ,.-· 
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Author giVes a ~e's acCourit of 
violent spouse abuse and torment 
by Bill Cushing 
::]\_ ::1: :::: on-fiction crime stories 
rn~~Kf'~\:ljf have become a viable form i~l ''\J: for the mass book market 
and those relating to criminal cases 
have become one of the biggest 
sellers for 
publishing 
houses. 
What sets 
one apart 
from others is 
the .author's ~.~~!::~IA 
ability to move beyond the nor-
mal chop-and-slash sensational-
ism and present the reader with 
the motives behind the action. · 
Peter Maas is a highly respected 
journalist, and the author of ear-
lier nonfictim1 works such as 
"Serpico," "The V alachi Papers" 
and "King of the Gypsies." 
''In A Child's Name'' sees him, 
once again, combining his liter-
ary knowledge with his investiga-
tive technique. 
In 1984, Teresa ·Taylor was 
brutally murdered and apparently 
sodomized, her body left in the 
mountains of Pennsylvania. Her 
husband, a dentist originally from 
Indiana, confessed to the slaying. 
Ken Taylor, themurderer, was · 
raised in the typical midwestem 
American home; his parents lived 
a life dedicated to community and 
church. ·He himself had been a 
fairly popular and athletic youth 
wh<? late reamed his dental degree · 
while in the Navy. · 
According to Ken's testimony, 
Teresa had developed an addic-
tion to cocaine and other drugs. 
· Also, during onci ·of his wife's 
binges, he awoke to witness her 
engaged in fellatio with their in-
fant son, Philip. He maintained 
that the sight of this made him fly 
into a rage, and he attacked and 
beat his wife, an a~t he claimed 
filledhim withimmeasurablesor-
row and regret. , 
However, as the prosecuting 
attotney and his staff were to soon . 
discover, Ken Taylor was no! the 
.type of man he first appeared to 
be. He had been married twice 
previously and had attempted to 
murder his second wife while sta-
tioned in New London, Copnecti-
cut. 
During his honeymoon with 
Teresa, she was violently attacked · 
and beaten, sustaining head inju- Peter Maas mixes his journalism career with non-fiction. 
w~~~~~~~w1~~oo~~w 
The BeSt. ih Alternative Music 
Doors open at a:oo 18 & up welcome 
5100 Adanson St. Orlando (629-4779) 
-----------------------------Free DraftTill 12:00 
ReswTeCtion I Heaven 
·2For1 
with this coupon only 
Good Weds. only 
1.50 Drinks 18 + up 
1.50 Kazi & Sex on the Beach 
1a & up ID©ur 
IIDff1w©@ IPtnms~ 
Thursday Nite 
Dance to the best in dance music 
8 )1C§)[p ll 
With this coupon 
BOOK FACTS 
ries frighteningly similar to those 
that killed her. Although Ken in-
sisted they had been attacked by 
_intruders in their Acapulco hotel 
room, Teresa could not, or would 
not, recail the details of the 
evening, although other wit-
nesses heard Ken confess to 
having "hit" his wife. 
"In A Child's Name" carries 
the reader through the early his-
tory of its central characters. It 
then takes off like a rocket during 
the New Jersey murder trial which 
ended with a guilty verdict ren-
dered against Ken Taylor. 
But this was hardly the finish 
of the story. 
What followed the conviction 
of Taylor was a battle between 
the family members concerning 
the future of the Taylors' son. 
During these proceedings, Ken's 
own sociopathic behavior be-
comes discernible as a possible 
result of his early life. In f~ct, it 
was the subsequent custody battle 
over little Philip that first caught 
Maas' attention and brought him 
into the picture: 
While there is an overabun-
dance of"true" crime stories avail-
able, Maas is a craftsman of the 
genre standing head-and-shoul-
ders above the majority of writ-
ers. His earlier works (and their 
successful conversions to popu-
lar films) stand as testimony to his 
skills. 
"In A Child's Name" dem-
onstrates Maas' ability to pay 
keen attention to detail without 
getting bogged down. This book 
is on the same level as,,Truman 
Capote's crime classic."In Cold 
Blood." 
r------------------~, 
•. MAR~ FRIED cmCKEN: -I 
1 OF UNION PARK 1
1 
.1 
I •SPECIALIZING IN BUFFALO WINGS : 
I ·COMPLETE DINNERS 
: (DINE-IN O.RTAKE OUT) : 
... I 10°/o OFF I 
: lRr ANY REGULARLY :· 
I·· - 2· -PRICED FOOD ITEM. I 
1. WITH STUDENTl.D. I 
I 9710 E HWY SO• BETWEEN ECON & DEAN RD. I ~ ~~~4!0_: 2~:_ 1~ ~~~R_§ .!~ ~~C!~~ J 
PUBLIX I ECKERD CENTER 
UNIVERSITY BLVD. & DEAN RD. 
(679-6766) 
Open 7 Days A Week 
Monday-Friday 9am-8pm 
Saturday 9am-6pm 
Sunday 12 Noon-6pm 
rl . 
r-----T------r-----, I . 1$19.95 Perm or I 15% off all I 
I $5.95 Haircut I Body Wave 1· Paul M itchell I 
I I Appt. recom. I & Nexxus I 
I (reg. $7.95) I Long hair & specialty I Haircare Products 
I no ·appt. needed Wraps slightly extra 1. I 
1 Good through : Good through 1 Good through I I 9-24-91 w/coupon I 9-24-91 w/coupon I 9-24-91 w/coupon I co~ cuTTE1s· coST cunus· 1 coST c~TTE1s· I I We re your style.I We're your style.1 We're your style. I L-----L------------~ 
• 
-· $1 
. ~, 
l 
• 
• 
AHEAD 
BE A RED CROSS VOLUNTEER 
American 
Red Cross 
' ""' ~~
·-------------------~ ; . Qi'\FE~LOLITA ; . 
I I 
I . · Philippine & Oriental Cuisine I 
I 10% discount on lunch and dinner platter With I 
I coupon. Not valid with other coupon specials. I 
I Eat-in, Takeout, Catering I 
I 657 4 University Blvd. I 
I (Between Forsyth & Goldenrod) I 
I . Winter Park, FL 32792 I 
I r ·. s:. ' 677-5880 I 
; _ Exp Sept 30' 91 ; 
·-------·······-----~ r FioM voUR-FAfWOuS:-FRiENDLY:-, 
: LOCAL DEEP DISCOUNT 
I HEWLETT-PACKARD DEALER: 
1
1HP95LX Palmtop PC HP48SX wEsrocK h L ® 1 2 3® SCIENTIFIC ALL48SX wit otus R - - EXPANDABLE ·sooKs & 
PC power in 
the palm of your hand 
PLUS ALL OTHER HP 
BUSINESS & SCIENTIFIC 
CALCULATORS, 
SUPPLIES & SOFWARE. 
CALCULATOR ACCESORIES 
•Over 2100 
built-in 
functions 
· • HP Equation:: 
' Writer 
. . application 
•Graphics 
' _ mtegrated 
with 
calculus 
FJIQW HEWLETT 
t.:r...a PACKARD 
1 
· INTERNATIONAL 1 ~ Calculator & Computer *<t>'> l ~ 2916 Corrine.Drive 'hq'b I 
. Orlando; FL 32803 1 L----~--------------~ 
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CoLLEGE ALBUMS -
10. K1RS1Y MAcCoLL- "ELECTRIC LANDLADY" 
7. CANDYFLIP- "RED Hills RoAo" 1. BRYAN ADAMS: "(EVERYTHING I Do) I Do FoR You" 
8. CRYSTAL WATERS- "GYPSY-WOMAN" 2. ExrREME- "MORE THAN WORDS" 
9. EMF- "LIES" 3. RIGHT SAID FRED- ''l'M T ()() SExv" 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
~ - . ~ 
.. ~t neMouttoff th15 ~ale cohlleg~ ~tud.ents rehports committing rape or attempting 
-= 1 . os o e tlille, t e v1ct11n is anot e'r student. And the rapist someone 
you wo~ld least suspect. · 
The fact is, wh~n~v~r a m.an _forces a woman to have sex, it is rape. No 
matter who he is, _It Is a cnmmal offense. And it should be .reported. · 
Because a collect1on of varsity letters or club offices won't hold off a jail 
sentence. 
After all, rape isn't a privilege. It's a felony. Even for the biggest man on 
campus. 
lllllllUllllllllllllHllllllllllllllHllllll lllll II lllUlllllllllllllllllllUllllllllllllll llllUllllllllllllllllllllllllllHlllllllllllll lllllllllll llllDllllllHllllllllUllllll• 
} 
(_;,,. 
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Intralnural sports 
J • 
kick-off fall season 
Staff Report 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Besid.,es the recreation ex-
travaganza ofRectemberfest on 
Sept. 14, Recreational Services 
is offering a full menu of intra-
mural sports for all interested 
students. 
Registration for intramural 
flag football ends today: 
The flag football pre-season 
began Monday in prelude to the 
regular season which will run 
from Sept. 16 through Nov. 14. 
Any students interested in 
r~gistering for intramural vol-
leyball will have to register be-
fore Sept. 1 7. 
The volleyball season rrms 
Sept.16-Nov.14 and games 
will be played on Monday, Tues-
day and Thursday nights from 6 
p.m. to midnight. · 
For basketball lovers, Rec. 
Services offers a three-on-three, 
bask~tball league with a Sept! 
24 deadline for registration. 
The games will be played on 
Don't 
go out 
.without 
your 
rubbers. 
We're talking about 
condoms. 
And we're talking 
about AIDS. 
If you're not sharing 
needles with ·infected 
drug user's, ·rhere's one · 
other way you can get 
A!DS, ai1d that's sex. 
Because when passed 
into the bloodstream by I 
semen, anybody is 1· 
I vuinerable to the virus. Tt 1ere are no vaccines I 
!I again~t ·AIDS. There are 
no cures for !t. · 
I And !f you get, you'll I likely die. I 
· 3o if Y")U choorn to , 
have sex, be ;;u~e !"') I 
. carry condoms and ~0il I 
your partner 'to use 1. 
t~1em , 
i_et's foe~ !t if a womar: I 
(Jo&sn't lock out f0r I 
herseif, ~O\.' ccn sfie be · 
sure cnyc::A e!se will? I 
iAIOS ~~~~~;OU ·
1
1 
l ii ye~ tt1ink you I can't get it you're I 
Ld=~-d wron~·--· _J 
lntramurals 
Wednesdays beginning the week 
of Sept. 25 and runnifigthrough 
Nov. 20.. , 
On Friday, Sept. 27, UCFwill 
held a disc golf tournament. 
Registration will be open from 
Sept.12 through Sept. 27. 
A swimmer from Lake Howell High School takes to the water. The· UCF swim club 
~ponsored a 100 mile marathon at the pool in front of Rec. Ser\ticeS.(James FargusonrrcFFJ 
For information or sign-up 
sheets, go to Recreational Ser-
vicesRoom 1~1,orcall823-2408. 
ReCTember Fest '91, Don't be left watching. Sign up .. · 
12reasons 
why·you'll love 
Macintosh 
1. It's e3SY to use. 
Bring home an Apple® Macintosh® computer 
today, and use it to complete a-;.~ignme1m by 
tonight-<:Ven if you've never used a tom1 1ter 
. before. · 
2. You don't have to speak 
~~rJI 
lm1ead ef CIJ1Jl ic MS-DOS commmuls such ru GD/'I' C: 
WORDl'llOCIDRAFr DOC A:\ WORK, ,lfaci11fflsh mesfaimiiflr 
11 'Ci rd<, .uich us 01py mid 1'ri111, a11d piclmus, .<iicli mjilefoldl~ 
for stori11R_lVUT doc111111!11ts and a 1rrul1 ca11.for /iles)fil111r.m1 lo 
lhllJll'llU'O)'. 
3. You don't have to be a computer 
science major to set one up. 
Just plug everything togcfher, flip the "on" 
- switch, and you;re ready to roll. 
4. It's a breeze to copy lnfonnation 
and paste It Into another document. 
Torn/J)' lhischatt, 
simpiyll<('lfle 
muuse 10 choose 
. 1/u•Copycomma11d. 
To pli1ce ifte chatt. 
i11t11101fu'Tdnc11mml, 
jll<1Cft!X£.Rlft~ 
l'asle cammand. 
5. All Macintosh programs work In the 
same way. 
Learn to use one MaLintosh program, and 
you've learned the basics of using them all. 
for example, the command~ you use, such 
as Open, Close, Copy, Paste, Save, CUL, Prim, 
and Undo, arc found in the same place..:.. 
every time. 
6. It~ grow with you. 
This week you're majoring in philosophy, 
next week it's nuclear physic;. After all, no one 
knows cxaaly what the future will bring. 111at's 
why millions of student~ have.found that invc-;t-
ing in a Macintosh is a smart move. Bcc:lu-;e 
Macintosh can immediately help you do what· 
ever you do-better. And if, come tomorrow, you 
find that you want to do something different, no 
problem. It's easy to upgrade \'Our Macintosh 
io help you rise to the challenge. · 
7. It's great for college and beyond. 
Doing your work faster, bc(tcr, and more 
creatively is also a plus 
;~~~:]~% why Macintosh compute1~ arc o 
used in 74 percent 
ofFortune 1000 
companies.' 
8. It's got connections • 
To connect a printer, a modem, an external 
hard disk, or just about any other peripheral 
to a Macintosh, simply plug it in. That's al l 
there is to it. 
9. It lets you work with 
others. 
. Every Macintosh is equipped with an 
Apple SuperDrivc;· a unique floppy disk drive 
that can use not only Macintosh disks, but also 
MS-005 and OS/2 disks created on 113M and 
IBM-compatible computers. With SoftPC from 
Insignia Solutions, you c:an even run MS-005 
applications on your Macinto.sh. 
10. It's so easy to network. 
just connect the Loca1Talk09 cable from . 
one Macintosh to another Macinm~h. 
"11 wkcs just a few minutes, and )'llll uon 't 
have to buy all)' additional hard1\;m.: 
or soft11~11-c . 
11. You can connect to your 
school's mainframe or 
minicomputer. 
With Macintosh, 
you can send in 
a.<;.~ignment\ 
gain acce;s to 
software you 
need for a das.~. 
and rL'Ceive 
lecture notes, 
class schedules, 
and other 
information-
right from your 
own room. 
[[8J1 CJ . 
12. It's more 
affordable than e\rer. 
Macintosh prices have never been luwcr-
cspccially with the student 
pricing available .( a 
from your ' 1 .\l 
authorized Apple T. ~. . : )~~~! campus rc!iellcr. ~ . -I :f. f
You may even · 1·1 qualify for : ' . 
financing, which ', · _· ·" 
make; Macintosh , :· 
even more ; ·~ SJ · 
affordable. 
·n1c::;c reason.~ all add up to the , 
power of Macintosh. The power • 
to be your bes!?' · • 
For ,further information visit UCF Computer Sales 
Offi~e in our new location next to. the Biology 
Building .• .Op_en 9 -5 Mon -Fri 
or call Michael Pridemore.at 823-5434 
C 19')1 Apple C11mputcr, lnr. Ajipl<, the Apple~·· loa!T•lk. M.ionu.,,,,. and 'The P"'"tr tu be )\IUrh•:sC Jrc n.~L'lcml t"'k.·m:.rk.< uf Apple Comru1c1, lnr. 
Sup1.1Dmc 1.1 a ir..Jcm;uk ul Aj~1lc C.1mru1cr, lnc. lll,11 an<l OS,lhrc ll:};L\1crt'11r.otlcnurio. uf lntcnt111011'I "USl•ICS.I M:Kh1no Clwpur:n•m. ~!£.DOS 1.1 • rq;jstt11.'11r .. k11\,ltk ulMKnl,<0[1 U"JMlf.lllOO. 
( 
• ) 
• 
• 
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• 
.. 
.. 
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'91 Men's Soccer Signees 
~· STUDENT 
. . ~ ~ ' 
LEGAL SERVICES 
PROBLEMS WITH? NEED? 
•LANDLORDS •A WILL 
•INSURANCE •NAME CHANGE 
•CONTRACTS •UNCONTESTED 
•POLICE DISSOLUTION 
STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES PROVIDES STUDENTS 
vVITH ASSISTANCE IN SELECTED AREAS OF LAW SUCH 
AS LANDLORD/TENANT, CONSUMER, NON-CRIMINAL, 
TRAFFIC & UNCONTESTED DISSOLUTIONS. QUALIFIED 
STUDENTS CAN RECEIVE CONSULTATION AND REPRE-
. SENTATION FR~E OF CHARGE. 
FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT: 
l~ CALL 823-2538 OR STOP BY S~210 , ISfi MONDAY - FRIDAY SAM-SPM 
M\Mly .... ~"""' 
Luxury 
You Can 
Afford 
2/2 SPECIAL 
lST MONTH FREE 
No vaulted ceiling charge 
with one year lease. ...____.--=~-----
• Brand new l, 2 & 3 
bedroom apartments 
• Starting at $415 
• \X.talerviews 
• Convenient location 
off of FJW Expy; only 
10 minules from UCF, 
airport & downtown 
• For Ule fitness minded: 
!!Wimming pool , spa, 
tennis, racquetball, 
aerobic center, 
fitness room 
• Screened patios 
• W/D connections 
1- BEDROOM SPECIAL 
1 /2 month free 
with one year lease. 
Pine Harbour 
823-7100 
I 
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AUCF goalie leaps t6 save a potenti.al -goal during soccer practice. The Knights soc-
cer team will begin their season on Wednesday against Tampa. (Miehae1 oe HoogtTcFFJ 
UCF soccer team launches into 
' r- !.., ' 
first year in sun ·Bett Conference 
by Scott Testi . 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The UCF mens' soccer team 
enters the 1991 season with high 
goals and the ability to accom-
plish them. 
For Coach Bill Barker, losing 
is not acceptable. Giving 110 
percent, from whistle to whistle, 
regardless of the outcome is 
what the coach expects. 
A winning attitude and be-
ing competitive carried Barker 
through a successful career at 
RollinsCollegeandnow atUCF. 
Winning and competition are 
two main characteristics that 
he hopes to instill on this year's 
team. 
"We're looking for recogni-
tion with a third of the budget of 
other teams," Barker said. 
Barker came here in 1988 
and has never had more than 
three returning seniors on any 
team. The Knights will be a 
youngteam again this year with 
Ryan Palmisano coming back 
this year as the sole senior. 
To compensate for the lack of 
experience and to improve on 
last year's 8-10 record, Barker 
looked to instill the team with 
players from proven winning 
teams. 
He succeede'd in recruiting 
three players from Clearwater 
Catholic High School, which wo 
the state championship. The 
three teammates are John 
Lannon, a forward, Steve 
Moldal, a midfielder-forward 
and Matt Sipera, a defender. 
Tony LaCount, from Hous-
ton, is another recruit that 
Barker expects to make an im-
pact. LaCount -played in En-
gland and turned down a con-
tract to play professionally. 
These players will join a good 
nucleus of returning players. 
"In goal there is a major battle 
between Didier Menard and 
John Gildea. That is a good prob-
lem to have," Barker said. 
"Menard started last year and 
played all but 24 minutes of the 
entire season." 
With such a performance as a 
freshmen, Barker said Menard 
will be a strongplayeron the team 
as he continues to develop. 
Menard will face competition 
from Gildea, who was redshirted 
last year. Barker said he likes the 
winning attitude of Gildea, who 
played on a state champion team 
at Clearwater Catholic. 
Other key piayers includejun-
i or and team captain Dan 
Cornell. He is a three-time mem-
ber of the state select team. 
Cornell willbejoinedbyScott 
Day, a junior who led the team 
in scoring as a freshman. He is a 
product of the UCF Summer 
Soccer School. Doug Ferrario, a 
j~ior, was captain at Christian 
Brothers College High School, 
which was ranked number one 
in the country. 
This will be the first year the 
men's soccer team will play a con-
ference tournament. The Knights 
close their season playing in the 
Sun Belt Conference tournament 
at the University of South Ala-
bama 
The e~andedSun Belt Confer-
ence consists of seven teams from 
the American South Conference 
and thefoui-remainingteamsfrom 
last year's Sun Belt Conference. 
The two conferences merged ear-
lier this year. 
Barker looks to the season with 
an expected optimism going into 
the teams' initial match. 
"I foresee the team winning the 
games it should, and beating some 
of the better teams." Barker said. 
UCF football notes 
All-American Linebacker Bobby Spitulski re-
mained in Orlando as the Knights traveled to 
Virginia to play James Madison. Spitulski has 
been sidelined since summer practices with a left 
hamstring pull but may be ready to return to play 
this Saturday versus Valdosta State. 
Injured starting center Gordon King also re-
mained in Orlando during the JMU game but he 
will not be able to return to the team this season. 
James Madison gained 29 first downs while 
UCF gaineo only 20 Saturday night. 
JMU also dominated the Knights in ball con-
trol. The Dukes kept the ball for 35:05 and the 
Knights had it for 24:55. · 
UCF threw .no interceptions, gave up only one 
fumble and committed only 7 penalties for 65 
yards yet they lost by18 points. 
Possible explanations for the Duke's rapid 
improvement on offense include the fact that 
their first year head coach's last job was os the 
offensive coordinator for the University of Arizo-
na. 
Scherer also coached under Penn State's 
legendary coach Joe Paterno and played under 
Notre Dame coach Lou Holtz in college. 
businesses lost more than $60 
billion to drugs. So this year, 
most of the Fortune 500 will be 
administering drug tests. 
Failing the test means you won't 
be considered for employment. 
And that's one hell of a price 
to pay. 
WE'RE PUTTlll& DRUGS OUT OF BUSlllESS. 
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Defensive lineman Clifford Cole and linebacker Scott Airail pull down Troy State's 
David McCombs. The UCF defense allowed 522 yards against JMU. (Charles MorrowrrcFF)-
UC~ foothaD team drops game to 
JMU but holds onto playoff hope 
by Jamie Johnson 
SPORTS EDITOR 
The Knights' football team 
soared into Virginia, Saturday 
viaUSAir butcrawledoutofthe 
same state early Sunday morn-
ing with a healthy respect for 
the Dukes of James Madison 
and a wary understanding of 
their own need to improve. 
'Wewereprobablyripetoget 
beat,'' UCF coach Gene McDow-
ell said. ''Being ranked and all 
that kind of takes some of the 
edge off a team." 
UCF entered the game 
against James Madison looking 
to maintain their perf e<;t record 
while continuing to come to-
gether as.-a team. The Knights 
will face Division I East Caro-
lina in two weeks and were hop-
ing to keep a zero in the loss 
column while fine tuning the 
offensive and defensive units. 
· ·. Prior to the season opener, 
McDowell had set a reasonable 
goal for success in the first third 
of the season. 
"If we come out of the first 
four games 3-1, we should have 
afineyear,"McDowellsaid. "It's 
tough. James Madison's tough 
in our second game. V aldosta's 
tough in the third game and 
then we play East Carolina." 
When McDowell was asked 
at what point in the game he felt 
that his team would not be able 
to defeat the Dukes, the seventh 
year UCF coach answered 
quickly. 
''Their first drive," McDowell 
said. ''They just took the ball 
and drove it. I told Mike (Kruzek) 
then, "Man, we better start mov-
ing the ball."" 
JMU had been known for 
their defense but were suspect 
on offense prior to the arrival of 
firstyearcoachRipScherer. The 
key to the game however, ac-
cording to McDowell was Eriq 
Williams, the Duke"s Junior 
quarterback. 
''They really had a good de-
fense and we scored about our 
maximum against them," Mc-
Dowell said. ''We didn't know 
their quarterback was that good. 
We thought he might of been 
injured in their last game 
against Virginia Tech but he 
was fine." 
Williams completed 11 of13 
passes for a career high 211 
yards . and ran for another 88 
yards on 23 rushes. 
With the surprise thrashing 
handed to the team by Jam es 
-Madison, the UCF coaching staff 
is now faced with focusing the 
team on raising their level of 
play and doing it quickly. 
"Sometimes a loss helps you 
get better then a win does," 
McDowell said. "Our problem 1s 
we've got to improve. Thi_s_ 
Valdosta team could beat us in a 
heartbeat and then East Caro-
lina should beat us." 
The 522 yards the UCF de-
fense gave up to a James Madi-
son team that gave up an aver-
age of 378 yards a game last 
season brought back several 
preseason fears. 
The UCF comerbacks are 
young and inexperienced but 
played wen enough versus Troy 
State to quiet speculation that 
they were the team's weak link. 
William's effective combination 
of running and passing put such 
intense pressure on the defense 
asa wholethatitneverwasable 
to really hold Jam es Madison. 
''This is not the team we 
needed to play with our youth at 
our defensive skill positions," 
McDowell said. ·"This (UCF) 
team needed alot more repeti-
tions and experience. I don't 
know whether we are slow start-
ers as a team or not. But we did 
start slow last year." 
UCF starting quarterback 
Ron Johnson was pull~d in the 
secondhalfbut the ·quarterback 
controversy oflast year has not 
awakened. 
Johnson completed 11 of 24 
passes for 122 yards and one 
touchdown and was relieved by 
redshirt freshman Darrin 
Hinshaw who completed 6 ofl 3 
passes for 72 yards. 
"I think Ron played fairly 
we11," McDowell said. "We 
moved the ball better on them 
then (Div. I) Virginia Tech did. 
I asked Mike (Kruczek) "Let's 
put Darrin in the game" and 
then I went over and asked· 
Darrin,"Would you like to getin 
the game?'"' _ 
."I told Ron and then I talked 
to (junior second string quar-
terback)Travis Peeples and told 
him that we wanted to put 
Darrin in because we hadn't 
seen him play in a game yet. I 
did learn something abouthim." 
· A loss coming this early in 
the season may prove oeneficial 
for the Knights in awakening 
the team to the need to improve 
while allowing time for thei I-
AA pollsters to forget about the 
stumble, 
'!Losing early like this, you've , 
got time to make it up," Mc-
Dowell said. "We might could 
stand three losses and still 
make the playoffs. Were not 
gonna ·change anything.We 
moved the ball against a very 
good defense." 
'We gave up four touchdowns 
in that game that were just mis-
takes. That's somethin inexpe-
rience does against you." 
Mitchell-Hanunock Veterinary Clinic 
Woody Dudley, DVM 
10% Discount to all UCF 
Students, Faculty, and 
Staff 
Yearly Vaccinations $39.99 
2 miles north of UCF in the 
Alafaya Square Shopping 
Center 
366-7323 
Or many of over 70 developing 
countries in Asia, Africa, Latin America, 
or Centroil Europe. Your first job after 
groiduation should offer more than just u 
paycheck. In the Peace Corps, you·11 
broaden your world view and your 
horizons for the future. You'll learn a new 
language .. .live in a different culture ... 
develop professional skills ... and meet 
challenges far greater than those you might 
be offered in a starting position m the U.S. 
Peace Corps is looking for people 
from many disc1plmes- education. health, 
the environment, agnculture, community 
development, engineering, the sciences. 
and more. With a degree or expcnence in 
these fields. you may tind that Peace 
Corps will be able to use your skills like 
no other employer you 're considering. 
And eyuip you with the 
type of experience~ 
valued by 1ntema· ;L~CE Co-9A 
t1onal !im1s, q:r iJt 
government 
agencies, and 
private 111dustry 
and graduate 
school programs. 
Pf!U CXRPS RErnt.J I TERS WI LL ATT'ThD 
LCF CAREER FAIR 
Septerrber 11th; 9; OOam - 3; OOµn 
LCF Arena 
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Sophomore quarterback Travis Peeples leads the offense during an afternoon prac-
tice. Peeples remains UCF's second string quarterback. <Michael oehhogfTCFF> 
RUGBY 
FROM PAGE 24 
for UCF. 
The 150 fans who came out to 
support the teams found little 
shade from the heat. But they 
were the only ones who seemed 
affected. 
· "The heat didn't bother us 
that much," Randy Voegele said. 
''We're used to the heat because 
we practice during the hot hours 
of the day. However, the rain 
EXTRA INNINGS 
FROM PAGE 24 
character that stands out from 
most of the otherfaceless players 
on the tour. 
But conformity goes across 
the board. Mark Gastineau and 
Jim McMahon were forever 
criticized for being "hot dogs." 
Both the fans and the N(o) F(un) 
L(eague) officials are to blame 
was a welcome relief." 
The team s~ered a few mi-
nor injuries, ·but none serious 
enough to keep anyone out of 
next week's game against 
Florida. 
'The injuries show how much 
intensity we play with," UCFs 
Wigglesworth said. ''UF is a big 
rival and I think we're gonna 
smash them." 
UCF will travel to Gainesville 
to play the Gators Saturday. Its 
next home game is on Sept. 14. 
in this case. The ban on 
celebrations and an excessive 
show of excitement are banned. 
Heaven forbid that someone 
tries to stand out. 
Thenextstepwouldbetomake 
the more talented athletes not 
stand ou( to make all players on 
thefieldequal;alaKurt Vonnegut's 
Harrison Bergeron. We can only 
hope that it is an extreme. But 
nowadays, you can't be sure. 
r----------~-----------~--~--------~------------~---~--, 
I Be part of the action. Become a UCF sportswriter. Call Jamie 1 
I Johnson for details at 823-NEWS. I. 
L-------------------~-----~--------------------------~-~ 
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BEFORE TRUSTING YOUR FUTURE 
· TO ANY COMP~ ASI( FOR 
SOME LETTERS OF REFERENCE. 
Y°u put more than just your savings into a retirement company. You put 
in your trust and hopes for the future, 
too. So before you choose one, ask some 
questions. How stable is the company? 
How solid are its investments? How sound 
is its overall financial health? 
A good place to start looking for answers 
is in the ratings of independent analysts. 
Three companies, all widely recognized 
resources for finding out how strong a 
financial services company really is, gave 
TIAA their top grade. 
IN THE FINAL ANALYSIS, TIAA 
IS LEITER-PERFECT. 
TIAA received A+ from A.M. Best Co., 
AAA. from Standard & Poor's and Aaa 
from Moody's Investors Service. These 
ratings rcllect TIAA's reliable claims-paying 
ability, exceptional f111ancial str~ngth, 
superior investment perfo rmance, and low 
expenses. With its guaranteed rate of return 
and opportunity for dividenJs. TIAA is 
one orless than ten companies. out or 
2,200 nationwide, that received these 
highest marks. 
CREF. FOUR MORE LETTERS 
EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW. 
For further growth potential and diversi-
fication, there's the CREF variable annuity 
with four different inv~stment accounts to 
give you the flexibility you want as you 
save for the future. 
Together, TIAA and CREF form the 
nation's largest private retirement system, 
with over $95 billion in assets and more 
than 70 years of experience serving the 
education community. For over one million 
people nationwide, the only letters to 
remember are TIAA-CREF. 
,----------- - -
SEND NOW FORA FREE 
RETIREMENT INVESTMENT KIT, 
indu<ling a ,\i1a1~,/ R.-p11rl on Tl1\t\ invest mc-11ts. 
Mail this coupon tu: Tl1\t\·CRl~F. Dept. QC. 
7.)0 ThirJ Avenue, New York, NY 10017. Or· call 
I 800-842-2733, Ext. 8016. 
1\·,,,,,,. (l'l,•as~ prinr) 
Cit.v Sltltr· 
f11,o"/il11li1ot1 (Full name) 
1iilr 1J.1.v1 ,.,,,,. t•f,,,,,~ ( Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it~ 
TIA1H 'R J:F /~1rl ,;.1,.,1111 
O>i·.•ON,r 
11.w.•, s,.,.,;,[ Sr<'11rii.v ~ 
CN 
The other 
night Pete 
brought 
·--hOme a 
quart of 
.mnk, a I Oaf·· 
of.·bread · 
.and a case . 
of.AIDS~ 
Pete always felt his 
bisexual affairs were 
hornless enough. 
But Pet~ did catch the 
AIDS virus. rnat's ~·vhy '1is 
fartlily's at risk. His wife 
risks losing her hL~ba:1d , 
ancJ when she has s~~:>~ 
with rim, :ter own life. If 
she becomes pregnant 
she can pass the AIDS 
virus to her baby. 
Pete could have pro-
tected him~alf. Saying 
"No .. could have done it, 
or using a condom. 
Rigl1t now there's no 
vaccine for AIDS, and no 
cure in sight. 
• With what we know I tcday and with the j precautions that can be I tcken, no one has to 
i Al DS come home 
· ; . with a story 
i likG Pete's. 
If you think you 
1 
can't get it you're 
dead wrong. · 
· ....... 
l 
.. 
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UCF football suffers smprise setback at JMU 
Dukes' quarterback Eriq Williams shreds Knights' defense 
by Dave Meadows 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The University of Central 
Florida's defense struck out 
early and often in Saturday 
night's49-31 drubbing atJames 
Madison University. 
James Madison has been a 
top 10 defensive team in Divi-
sion I-AA football each of the 
past four seasons. Against the 
Knights, however, their offense 
stole the show. 
''Their offensive scheme was 
very good, exceptional," said 
UCF Coach Gene McDowell. "I 
didn't realize they were that 
good." 
The Dukes amassed 522 to-
talyards of offense before 10,081 
fans_at Bridgeforth Stadium in 
Harrisonburg,VA 
The Knight's defense, which 
shut down Troy State in the 
second half oflast week's game, 
simply could not contain the 
Dukes' quarterback Eriq Wil-
liams or tailback Kenny Sims. 
Williams rushed 23 times for 
11 7 yards and completed 11 of 
13 passes for 211 yards and four 
touchdowns. Sims rushed 11 
times for 115 yards and one 
touchdown. 
Both head coaches had high 
praise for Williams. 
"Our QB is a good player," 
said JMU Coach Rip Scherer. 
"He can make so many things 
happen. He' sjust maturing with 
the offense." 
· McDowell concurred with 
Scherer following his team's 
defeat. 
"Other than (former Georgia 
Southern quarterback) Tracy 
Ham, we've never had a quar-
terback hurt us as much," Mc-
Dowell said. 
JMU took the opening kick-
off and drove 7 4 yards in 10 
plays to go up 7 -0 and never 
looked back. 
There was one bright mo-
ment for the Knights. For the 
second time in as many weeks, 
senior receiver Mike Dickinson 
scored on a long punt return. 
Against Troy State, 
Dickinson set a school record 
with an 86-yard return. 
Dickinson's 58-yard jaunt 
against James Madison pulled 
the Knights into a short-lived 7-
7 tie midway through the first 
quarter. 
On their second possession, 
Williams led the Dukes on an 
eight play, 80-yard drive, pass-
ing 12 yards to Anthony Archer 
for JMU's second touchdown. 
The Dukes scored on five of 
their seven first-half possessions 
for a 35-21 halftime lead. 
following halftime. 
''We needed to take the first 
possesion of the second half and 
drive down to bring the game 
within one touchdown," McDow-
ell said. 
UCF was held to three plays 
and a punt on their first second 
half possession by the steadfast 
JMU defense and then the 
Duke's scored on their next 
drive. 
David McCleod's seven 
yard touchdown reception 
gave JMU a 42-21 lead. Wil-
liams' fourth touchdown pass, 
a 15-yarder to Archer late in 
the third quarter, set a new 
JMU record for most touch-
down passes in a game. 
With a padded lead and 
homecrowd support, JMU 
allowed the Knights to move 
the ball slowly and eat.up the 
rest of the clock. 
"It was one . of those nights 
where he was magic," McDowell 
said. "He sure is a good one. Geor-
gia Southern hasn't handled our 
defense like he did" 
In spite of the loss, McDowell 
said the Knights will be able to 
overcome adversity. The team will 
get its first chance to prove it 
Saj;urdav at Valdosta State. 
Williams continued to haunt 
the ~ights in the second half, 
completing four of four passes 
during a 74-yard, 10-play orive 
on the Dukes' first possession 
'We'renotgoipgtodoanything 
different, just better," McDowell 
said. "James Madison is good. 
Sometimes the other team is just 
so motivated they kick your butt." 
Football coach Gene McDowell's team fell victim to the 
surprisingly high powered JMU offense. c. MorrowrrcFF) 
Rugby club looks good, loses 
by Jenny Duncanson 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The UCF Rugby Club took to the field 
Saturday to struggle against some fa-
miliar foes: heat, rain, injuries and the 
Orlando Men's Club. 
The first game of the season for the 
Knights was a practice scrimmage. Both 
clubs have more than 30 people out for 
their teams and used the scrimmage to 
sort out the players into first and second 
squads. 
''There is so ml,lch potential out here," 
said Al Wigglesworth, UCF team cap-
tain. "Three years ago we hardly had ten 
people out for the team. This year we 
have almost 40 guys ready to play." 
0, 3-0, 0-0, 0-4 and 0-15. Yet to the UCF 
team, the scores were irrelevant. 
"Lots of people were surprised at how 
well we played," said Joe Czachowski. 
''This game was for experience for the 
new guys. Because without experience 
you're gonna lose games." 
Czachowski, one of the veterans who 
· led the team defensively, is optimistic 
about both the game and the season. 
''We look better at the beginning of 
this season than we did at the beginning 
oflast year. We didn't lose many guys," 
he said. 
Other key players for UCF were John 
Linehan and Troy Martin. 
"We put pressure on them right from 
the beginning and we didn't let them 
. score," said Martin after the first period. 
"No score - but we won." 
and we hung with them," said UCF co-
captain John Linehan. "If you do well 
against a men's team, it's a good indica-
tion that you'll play tough against the 
college teams." 
The Orlando Men's club was happy 
with the game and impressed by what 
they saw on the Knight's team.-
''We were fired up to come and play 
UCF because they are a championship 
team," said Men's Club member Nate 
Spears. 
Another Orlando player is Pierdde 
Chouard, who played in France before 
coming to Florida. He was also impressed 
by the closeness of the game. 
''They (UCF) seem to be as fit, as fast 
and as enthusiastic as we are," Chouard 
said. ''They did agoodjob holding us up. 
They have a lot of heart." 
UCF's Joe Carter mauls an Orlan.: 
do player. Phill Parries/TCFFJ 
The teams played five periods of 20 
minutes each, mixingrookies with veter-
ans, while trying to find advantageous 
combinations. This is very different from 
a regular game which is played in two 40-
minute halves and only allows substitu-
tions for injured players. 
The scores of the five periods were 0-
The Orlando Men's Club is one of the 
top contendfog men's teams in the state 
and the Knights felt that the overall 
performance was the most important 
thing to look at. 
''We played a very experienced team 
Matt Sherbondy, Rob Gingell and 
Grant Robitzsch came up with some 
important plays for the Knights as well 
as Eric Day, who kicked the three points 
RUGBY continued page 23 
- Inside preview 
Free-spirits should ignore crttics and not conform 
Roy Fuoco 
EXTRA INNINGS 
T here are many ~omplaints about sports today - athletes are overpaid, too much commercialism 
etc., but the biggest problem today is 
conformity. The problem is that if athletes 
by to be different, they open themselves 
to ridicule. On that same note, if our 
heros aren't perfect, again they open 
themselves to ridicule. 
Take for instance tennis. The current 
bad-boy of tennis is Andre Agassi - a 
flamboyant, free-spirit. Sure, he may be 
a little arrogant and spoiled, but aren't 
most tennis players? He takes heat 
because he tries to be a little different, 
not wanting to just blend in with the 
other players. 
Tennis of course has a long list of bad 
boys. Illie Nastase, John McEnroe and of 
course Jimmy Connors, who is in an 
interesting case. It seems many people 
either choose to forget Connors' bad-boy 
antics or will forever hold his antics 
against him. Let's put Jimbo's temper 
tantrums in perspective. 
First, Jet's agree that they should not 
be condoned. Some of his outbursts, like 
McEnroe's and some others, are an 
·embarrassment. But at least Connors 
has tried to . mellow, and is more 
conscience of what he says. Accept for a 
small slip last week in his outburst at the 
U.S. Open, he tried to watch what he 
said. In his younger days, the profanify 
would have been significantly worse. 
The point is that Connors, like all 
athletes, is not perfect. But that does not 
mean we should not appreciate the effort 
a player like him puts out, especially 
when he appreciates the player. When 
Connors retires, tennis will lose a 
EXTRA INNINGS continued page 23 
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